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Abstract

Software architectural design forms an important part of today's software development pro-
cesses. By clearly defining the blueprint of a software system, it is a lot easier to maintain and
modify.

The focus with current architectural design processes is too much on the results, rather than on
the steps which led to these results. Archium is a programming language which allows for the
specification of architectural design results, the rationale explaining the design steps, and the im-
plementation of the architecture.

In order to make the language more mature, a number of extensions have been developed: a
requirements model has been added, object referencing from rationale has been made possible,
a managed threading model has been added and the visualization of running Archium systems
has been enhanced and extended with the possibility of applying Design Decisions at run-time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software architectures have become increasingly important over the last few years in software
development [211. Especially in larger projects, it is now generally agreed upon to first develop a
software blueprint before starting work on its implementation. Too much time, money and effort
has been spent on problems which could have been prevented by clearly defining the architec-
hire of a software system.

With the architectural design phase now being recognized as an essential part of the success-
ful development of a software project, new problems have been introduced as well. A problem
which is of particular importance is the problem which arises from the fact that most architec-
tural design is focused too much on the results of the design process, instead of also focusing on
the design steps which have led to the results. These steps are often not clearly documented, or
"stored" only in the minds of the software architect(s). This may lead to large problems when
modifications to the software system have to take place, and the original software architect is not
available (anymore). Modifying a system without (in detail) knowing why it was built as it is
proves to be a very difficult task.

Related to this problem is the problem of design erosion where the design documents are not
kept synchronized with the actual implemented system. Again, this may lead to confusion and
issues such as:

• the actual system having been modified without updating the design documents;

• the design documents having been updated without implementing the changes in the ac-
tual system.

Summarizing, there are a lot of reasons for documenting the software architecture of a system,
not only by explaining the results but also the rationale leading up to the results. In addition,
updating and maintaining these design steps and keeping them synchronized with the actually
implemented system should be as highly integrated with the design process as possible. This is
where the Archium [2] language fits in.

Archium is a proof-of-concept programming language which provides facilities for including
architectural design concepts as well as the rationale for the design steps in its syntax. It thus
integrates the architectural design process with the design documentation process and by doing
so reduces the risk of occurrence of the previously mentioned problems when the processes are
separated. Archium is an experimental language, developed at the Rijksuniversiteit Grornngen
by Anton Jansen and continuously in development to make it fit the industrial design practices
as well as possible. It is currently in the prototype stage.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Graduation project
As the Archium language is in its early phases of development, a number of extensions have had
to be made to make it more mature, and use it for more complex (industrial) test cases. This has
been the subject of my graduation project.

The graduation project started on September 1 2005, and has been carried out in full at the
SEARCH [251 group at the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen. The project was finished in August 2006.

The project has been supervised by Anton Jansen, who is also a member of the SEARCH group.

1.2 Structure of this thesis
This thesis shows the research, design and implementation of the work done for the gradua-
tion project. Chapter 2 provides a more detailed introduction to Archium, followed by chapter 3
which discusses the problems that have been solved during the graduation project. Chapter 4 de-
scribes a case example which is used throughout this thesis to test and verify the extensions made
to Archium. Chapters 5,6,7 and 8 provide the details of the analysis, design and implementation
of the extensions which were selected to be developed during the graduation project. Chapter 9
revisits the case example and shows its development after completion of the implementation of
the selected extensions. This is followed by a discussion of related work in chapter 10. Finally,
chapter 11 concludes the thesis by summarizing the results and providing suggestions for future

work.

A note for the reader: Archium concepts in the text of this thesis are recognizable by a capital first
character of all words belonging to that concept, for example Design Decision and Design Fragment.
Consequently, sometimes a concept used in this thesis may be written using the capital first
characters, while at other times it may be written without them. An example is the requirement
concept, which is referred to as "requirement" when it is used to denote software requirements
in general, and as "Requirement" when it is used as the Archium Requiremententity
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Chapter 2

Archium

2.1 Introduction

Most programming languages only allow for implementation concepts in their source code. Soft-
ware architecture design is assumed to be a different stage in the software development process
resulting in separate artifacts. Both implementation and design are maintained separately. This
can lead to mismatches between implementation and design, as a lot of effort has to be spent on
synchronizing both kinds of artifacts, especially when evolving or modifying the system.

Archium is a programming language which takes a different approach: it incorporates the im-
plementation as well as the design in its syntax. Archium allows and enforces specification of
both of these concepts in source code. While this is not unique (there exist a few other languages
that also take this approach, e.g. ArchJava [201), Archium is unique in introducing the notion of
Design Decisions, which go even further than allowing for both implementation and design con-
cepts combined in source code.

Design Decisions include architectural changes but at the same the rationale describing the rea-
sons, trade-offs, pros and cons of the change. Such knowledge is easily lost in traditional software
development processes, as the focus is more on the results than on describing the ideas behind
the results. Dedicated constructs are available in Archium that allow a designer to treat design
decisions as first-class concepts.

Maintaining implementation, design and rationale at the same time allows for improved under-
standing, maintenance and evolution of a software system design. Also, design erosion is less
likely to happen as a history of all taken decisions and knowledge is available at the time when
(large) modifications/additions are about to take place.

Archium is built on top of Java and includes a compiler as well as a run-time platform. The
additional keywords introduced allow for a dear and structured way of describing design and
rationale, while at the same time making use of the powerful Java language for implementation
of the design.

The remainder of this section consists of the following topics. Section 2.2 shows the three sub-
models which together form the Archiurn meta-model, and discusses the Archium programming
language. Section 2.3 shows the available tools for Archium. Note that this is only a brief intro-
duction to Archium, a more thorough discussion can be found in [2].
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Chapter 2. Archium

2.2 Meta-model

Archium was originally developed as a theoretical meta-model and consists of the following
three sub-models: an architectural model, a design decision model and a composition model. In
the next three sections, each model is explained separately. In section 4, the chat case is intro-
duced, which contains a concrete example of how the three models operate together in practice.
This may help the reader in understanding the, at first sight, rather complex abstract concepts.

2.2.1 Architectural model

The architectural sub-model of Archium allows modelling of software architectures using con-
cepts of the Component & Connector View [231. The main concepts used are the Component
Entity and the Connector. Component Entities represent logical architectural building blocks (es-
sentially a larger-grain version of the Class concept in object-oriented programming), and Con-
nectors provide a means for communication between Component Entities. Connectors can only
be connected to explicitly defined Ports on Component Entities, and each Port is marked provided
or required, depending on the relationship with the connecting Component Entity.

2.2.2 Design Decision model

As said in section 2.1, Design Decisions are first-class concepts in Archium. They are modeled us-
ing the Design Decision and Design Fragment concepts. A Design Decision contains the rationale
for making a certain architectural decision, the considered alternatives and, for each alternative,
its pros and cons. Design Fragments form the link between the architectural model and Design
Decisions. They contain the architectural elements involved in the Design Decision. Using De-
sign Fragments, new architectural elements can be added to or deleted from the nmning system,
or existing elements can be modified.

2.2.3 Composition model

Using the composition model, changes made by the Design Decision model are related to ele-
ments of the architectural model. Concretely, the composition model defines how changes should
be mapped to entities defined in the architectural model. Therefore the composition model de-
fines a number of composition techniques. It is worth noting that an explicit change entity exists
in Archium, called a Delta. Every change (like introducing Component Entities, adding func-
tionality to a Component Entity, connecting two Component Entities using a connector, etc.) is
established by means of a Delta. By making change explicit, the evolution of a system can be seen
as a series of changes, and each part of a running system can be traced back to a certain change,
improving traceability.

2.2.4 Language

In addition to a theoretical model, a programming language has been developed which allows for
specification of the modelling concepts discussed in sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Its syntax re-
sembles that of Java and mixing Java with Archium expressions is possible in certain constructs.
Rationale is an integral part of the language definition, and thus is a first-class member of the
language.

Each Archium entity (like a Design Decision and a Delta) has its own construct consisting of
a number of blocks, which allow for user-specified code. For example, figure 2.1 shows the
declaration of a Delta named exampleD. The blocks provides, requires, variables, run,
initialization and implementation are containers for user-specified code. For example,
the initialization block allows may contain Java code to be executed when exampleD is
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2.3. Tooling

delta exampleD
provides

requires

variables

run{

initialization

implementation

Figure 2.1: A Delta and its blocks

initializing.

The general process of building an application in the Archium language is as follows. An ap-
plication consists of a number of Design Decisions subsequently applied. Each Design Decision
adds to, deletes from or modifies parts of the application defined by previous Design Decisions.
An application is thus incrementally built up from scratch. The architect defines each Design
Decision in the Archium language, including its rationale. Furthermore, the developer specifies
the sequence in which the Design Decisions have to be applied. After compilation, when the
developer executes the application, the specified sequence of Design Decisions will be applied,
incrementally building up the final application.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the modeling of a system in Archium. The scope of a Design Decision
consists of the running system (denoted by RS), a Design Fragment consisting of the entities that
will be involved in the application of a Design Decision (denoted by DF) and a Design Fragment
Composition (denoted by DFC) specifying how these entities in the Design Fragment will impact
the running system. The result of the application of a Design Decision is again a running system.

2.3 Tooling

A number of tools accompany the Archium programming language. These are discussed in this
section. Section 2.3.1 discusses the compiler, section 2.3.2 the run-time platform and section 2.3.3
describes the Archimon Visualizer.
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Chapter 2. Archium

2.3.1 Compiler

The Archium language is accompanied by a compiler. This compiler ultimately generates stan-
dard Java . class ifies but consists of intermediate compile steps. Archium source files (having
extension . archium) are first compiled (using the Archium Compiler) into ArchJava files (hav-
ing extension . archj).

ArchJava is an open-source library allowing for the specification of software architectures in Java.
It thus consists of much functionality also provided by Archium (for example, adding Connec-
tors between Component Entities). To prevent duplicating existing functionality, the decision
was made to include ArchJava as part of Archium. ArchJava comes with its own compiler ac-
cepting . archj files which resemble the standard Java syntax but with some additions for the
specification of architectural concepts. The output of the ArchJava compiler are Java . j ava files
which contain calls to functionality provided by the ArchJava library.

The standard Java compiler compiles the ArchJava-generated . java files into . class files,
ready for execution by the Java Virtual Machine. In addition of accepting Archium source files,
the Archium compiler also accepts Java files which can be used within an Archium application.
In that case, the intermediate ArchJava compile step is omitted and the Java files are imniedi-
ately passed to the Java compiler. The executable resulting from the Java compiler is runnable on
each platform that supports Java. For more information on the compiler internals, the reader is
referred to (5].

2.3.2 Run-time platform

An important part of Archium is the run-time platform which serves two main functions. Firstly,
it provides core functionality needed by user-compiled Archium applications at run-time. The
application of Design Decisions is an example of such core functionality.

Secondly, the platform allows for the inspection of user-compiled applications at run-time. This
means that for each user-defined Archium entity (like Component Entities and Connectors), a
base class is provided by the run-time platform which contains methods for retrieving informa-
tion about the entity. Not only is this information used by the run-time platform internally for
providing its core functionality, it is also used for debugging purposes and the run-time inspec-
tion of entities, for example in the Archimon Visualizer (section 2.3.3). Examples of information
to be retrieved by means of the run-time platform are:

The Design Decision that introduced a certain Component Entity to the running system;
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The rationale for applying a certain Design Decision.

2.3. Tooling

The run-time platform can thus be seen as the interface to any (external) application requiring the
inspection of a user-compiled Archium application at run-time. The run-time platform is linked
to each user-defined Archium application at compile-time.

2.3.3 Archimon Visualizer

A tool called the Archimon Visualizer helps the developer in validating his/her implementation.
The Archimon Visualizer, which is part of the Archium source package, allows for a graphical
display of Archium entities currently present in a running system built in Archium. It works
closely with the run-time platform to obtain information about Archium entities.

Communication between the Archimon Visualizer and Archium takes place using a plug-in
mechanism. The visualizer registers itself as a plug-in with the Archium run-time platform, and
the run-time platform notifies the visualizer whenever entities are created, modified or destroyed.
Using the same mechanism, an Eclipse-integrated [11] visualizer also exists which provides the
same graphical information as the standalone visualizer, but is integrated with the development
environment. Figure 2.3 shows an overview of Archium including all elements and relationships
just discussed.
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Chapter 3

Problem statement

3.1 Problems

The main problem for which a solution has been provided during the graduation project is, as
this thesis' title implies: "How to make the Archium compiler more mature?". As the word "ma-
ture" is rather generic, four sub-problems have been chosen which currently prevent Archium in
becoming mature. These problems are described in the following sections.

3.1.1 Requirements model

Software requirements are the cause of development of certain functionality in a system. Equiv-
alently, software requirements are the cause of a Design E)ecision in Archium. Software require-
ments thus have a relationship with Design Decisions. The problem is that Archium currently
does not support the expression of requirements in its language and thus does not have support
for defining relationships between requirements and Design Decisions. To verify which require-
ments have been fulfilled and which ones are yet to be implemented, and to relate requirements
to requirement categories and stakeholders, Archium should have a way of defining these con-
cepts within its language and relate them to Design Decisions. The research question which will
therefore be answered in order to provide a solution for this problem is: "How can a requirements
model be added to Archium?". The answer and solution are discussed in chapter 5.

3.1.2 Referencing and resolving entities from rationale

Archium allows and encourages for natural text (rationale) at specific points in the source code
of Archium-developed applications. This text is available at run-time for inspecting, for example
to allow (automatic) documentation generation, and to verify the implementation against the
requirements. In these natural texts, references can be made to architectural entities by specifying
the name of the entity between square brackets. The problem is, however, that no algorithm for
resolving such references to object references exists yet. Such an algorithm should be developed
to allow the user to view at run-time the state of the running system and browse the available
objects. The research question which will therefore be answered in relation to this problem is:
"How can entity references be resolved from rationale in Archium?", and is answered in chapter
6.

3.1.3 Threading model

Archium currently does not support the threaded implementation of functionality very well. So-
called Deltas (explained in more detail in section 4) in Archium can contain code that must be
run as a thread. However the current threading implementation is basic and does not always
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Chapter 3. Problem statement

function as expected. Issues vary from threads that do not start executing to terminated threads
that are being restarted, resulting in exceptions.

There are a two fundamental problems causing these issues. Firstly, the lack of managed thread-
ing functionality within Archium. Although application programmers can use Java code together
with Archium code (and in this way use threading by means of the java . lang. Thread pack-
age), there is a need for centralized management of threads, as many parts of a running applica-
tion may be affected by the application of a Design Decision, possibly requiring the suspension
and resuming of threads. Which parts and how they are affected may not be known to the pro-
grammer so he cannot be held responsible for thread management. The responsibility for thread
management has to be moved from the application programmer to the Archium run-time plat-
form.

Secondly, threads currently start running without checking whether they are allowed to run or
not, i.e. threads should only run if certain preconditions are met. This is due to the fact that
the life-cycles of Archium entities are not clearly defined. The addition of life-cycle models to
Archium entities needs to be addressed as well, as thread operations depend on the states which
the entities are in.

In addition to the two fundamental problems underlying the issues described above, a well-
implemented threading model is needed as otherwise the expressive power of the Archium lan-
guage would be severely limited. Single-threaded systems are not useful for most (larger) appli-
cations, as certain functionality can only be achieved by means of a threaded implementation.

A new, managed threading model therefore has to be incorporated into Archium, resulting in the
following research question: "How can a managed threading model be added to Archium?". The
answer to this question, and an implementation, is provided in chapter 7.

3.1.4 No facility for the runtime application of Design Decisions
One of the goals of Archium is to allow dynamic recomposition of a software system (apply De-
sign Decisions at run-time to a running system). Currently this can only be performed in a user-
specified sequence at compile-time. There exists no facility for applying a user-specified Design
Decision at run-time. Run-time Design Decision application functionality would demonstrate
the flexibility of Archium and its benefits in comparison to traditional software development.
This problem leads to the following research question: "How can run-time application of Design
Decisions be achieved in Archium?". Chapter 8 shows the extensions made to the Archimon
Visualizer, and the research question is answered in section 8.3.
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Chapter 4

The chat case

The chat case is used throughout this thesis to validate the extensions made to Archium. This
chapter describes the case in general and its goals in detail. Section 4.1 describes the general
ideas behind the case and section 4.2 shows its architectural design.

4.1 Description

The chat case aims at developing a simple client-server messaging system in Archiurn, as a val-
idation of the work done on the concepts, compiler, language and run-time system so far. The
focus is not so much on providing much functionality but on the fact that the system should
be built using Archium concepts like Connectors, Component Entities and Design Fragments.
Furthermore, it should feature some kind of run-time reconfigurability using Design Decisions,
for example switching between a single- and multi-threaded server implementation for handling
client connections. Concretely, the following goals must be met with the chat case:

1. Implementation must be done using Archium concepts;

2. Dynamic reconflgurability must be demonstrated;

3. Requirements must be specified within Archiuni source code;

4. Archium entities must be referable from within rationale;

5. Threaded code must be used in the implementation.

The chat case is divided into two sub-cases: a chat server and a chat dient, which are also treated
as separate projects in Archiuin, i.e. the resulting source code will be in separate projects. The
chat server allows chat clients to connect to it, and send text messages to users also connected
to the same server. The client provides a graphical user interface for sending text messages and
allows for logging in and out on a chat server. Multiple instances of the client are be allowed to
run concurrently and conned to the same server. The architectural design of both sub-cases is
discussed in the following two sections.

4.2 Architectural design

This section provides the architectural design of the chat case. As well as serving as the blueprint
for the final implementation, it also forms an introduction to Archium concepts which will help
the reader to understand the remainder of this thesis better. Figure 4.1 functions as a legend for
all concepts used in the graphical representation of the architectural design. In addition, each
concept will be explained in the text as well.
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Chapter 4. The chat case

Design Fragment

Component Entity

Delta

Required Port

Provided Port

Connector

Figure 4.1: Legend of symbols used in the architectural design

4.2.1 Server

The architectural design of the server sub-case comprises four Design Decisions, and is described
in the following sections.

Design Decision 1: Introduce server component

ServerOF

serverCE

Figure 4.2: Design Fragment ServerDF containing Component Entity ServerCE

The first step in designing the server application involves introducing a basic server component
on which detailed design will be carried out in later Design Decisions. Figure 4.2 shows the De-
sign Fragment for Design Decision 1. A Design Fragment is displayed with a dashed border and
is suffixed by the characters DF. It introduces entities to the running system which are involved
in applying a Design Decision. In this case, a Component Entity is to be added to the running
system by Design Decision 1. A Component Entity has a box-shaped figure and its name is
suffixed by CE. A Component Entity is essentially a broader-grain version of the object-oriented
programming concept class, and includes architectural aspects as well as implementation aspects.
For example, it can be fleshed-out into subcomponents, and every subcomponent can be given an
implementation. Additionally, every Design Decision can add to, change or delete a Component
Entity's implementation supplied by previous Design Decisions.

In addition to a Design Fragment indicating which entities are involved in the application of a
Design Decision, each Design Decision also has an associated Design Fragment Composition en-
tity specifying how these entities influence the running system. As there is no running system yet
(this is the first Design Decision to be executed), a Design Fragment Composition is not neces-
sary. Instead, Design Fragment ServerDF is returned by Design Decision 1 to fulfill the role as
running system.
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4.2. Architectural design

Design Decision 2: Flesh out the server component

I FieshoutServerDF

Figure 4.3: Introducing the communicatorCE and clientHandlerCE Component Entities

The chat server contains two logical functional parts: 1) a communication part for establishing
connections with clients and maintaining them, and 2) a handling part which will process any
request made to the server, like logging in or sending a text message to another user.

While it is possible to define all functionality required for the server in the serverCE Compo-
nent Entity, for maintainability and understandability it is a better idea to divide serverCE into
sub-components, each representing a logical building block. Therefore the Design Fragment as-
sociated with Design Decision 2 contains two new Component Entities which will take the roles
of communicator and client handler, respectively. The Design Fragment is shown in figure 4.3.

Both Component Entities are contained within an ellipse-shaped figure. This entity is called a
Delta and its name is suffixed with D. Changes to a Component Entity (in this case: serverCE)
can only be made by composing a Delta with it. Each Delta composed with a Component Entity
forms a new layer around it, and all composed Deltas together form the implementation of the
Component Entity. This implies that a Component Entity initially has no implementation, which
is exactly the case. As Deltas are stacked on top of each other, rules have to be defined how they
communicate, but this issue will be addressed later. For now the situation is a Component Entity
(serverCE) with which no previous Deltas have been composed yet.

As there is a running system (represented by ServerDF) now, the Design Fragment Composi-
tion has to be used to specify how the new elements introduced by FleshOutServerDF have
to be integrated with the running system. In this case, the integration consists of composing
fleshOutServerD with serverCE. The resulting running system is shown in figure 4.4.

Design Decision 3: Implement the server

After dividing the server component into logical sub-components, it is now time to give the sub-
components a Java implementation. As implementation of Component Entities is provided by
Deltas, two are needed: one for Component Entity communicatorCE (couinunicatorD) and
one for Component Entity clientHandlerCE (singleThreadedClientHandlerD). In addi-
tion, they need to communicate with each other, as any client connections are accepted by the
communicator and then passed to the client handler for processing any request made by the con-
nected clients. Deltas have endpoints called Ports which allow them to communicate with other
Deltas (using a Connector). Ports are bound to an Interface specification and must be marked pro-
vided or required, depending on the relationship with the connecting Delta. Figure 4.5 shows that
communicatorD requires the functionality provided by singleThreadedClientHandlerD,

so the Connector is connected to a required Port of communicatorD and to a provided port of
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singleThreadedClientHandlerD. They are both bound to the same Interface specification,
so they each know exactly which methods to call (communicatorD) or provide/implement
(singleThreadedCl ientHandlerD).

The Design Fragment Composition associated with Design Decision 3 specifies that the Delta
named communicatorD should be composed with communicatorCE and the Delta named
singleThreadedClientHandlerD with clientHandlerCE. The resulting running system
is shown in figure 4.6.

Design Decision 4: Changing the server implementation

The final Design Decision for the chat server changes the implementation of the client handler

from a single-threaded one to a multi-threaded one. This is accomplished by composing an-
other Delta (multiThreadedClientHandlerD) with clientHandlerCE. The Design Frag-
ment associated with this Design Decision is shown in figure 4.7. Just like the original, single-
threaded Delta contained a provided Port for connecting with Delta communicatorD, Delta
multiThreadedClientHandlerD also contains one (bound to the same interface specifica-
tion as singleThreadedClientHandlerD), as the change of implementation of Component
Entity clientHandlerCE should be transparent to communicatorD. Archium therefore sup-
ports a mechanism called superimposition which allows the user to specify how a Delta com-
posed with a Component Entity changes the interface of that Component Entity (the set of
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ResuItDF

ServerCE

Figure 4.4: The running system after application of server Design Decision 2

I ImplemeotServeroF

Figure 4.5: Design Fragment ImplementServerDF



ServerCE

4.2. Architectural design

Figure 4.6: The running system after application of server Design Decision 3

I muIthreaded-
ChentHandlerD I

Figure 4.7: Design Fragment ChangeServerlmplementationDF

provided and required Ports and their implementation). In this case, the change is to catch
all method calls previously made to singleTheadedClientHandlerD and re-route them to
calls to multiThreadedClientHandlerD. Remember that both Deltas only have one pro-
vided Port which is bound to the same interface, so for communicatorD, this re-routing is
transparent. The superimposition technique to be used is specified in the Design Fragment
Composition associated with this Design Decision, and in this case is called Adapter. Figure 4.8
shows the resulting running system after applying the Design Decision. Using superimposition,
multiThreadedClientHandlerD is composed with clientHandlerCE, and the Connector,
which previously was connected to s ingleThreadedCl I entHandlerD is now connected to
mul t iThreadedCl ientHandlerD. Note that, although not shown in figure 4.8, the Design
Fragments specifying which elements are involved in a certain Design Decision are not lost after
the Design Decision has been applied, but keep existing in the running system for traceability
purposes: each element can be traced back to the Design Fragment(s) in which it exists. So, for
example, Design Fragment ServerDF (as shown in section 4.2.1) still exists in Design Decision 4
and still contains Component Entity Serve rCE. Design Decisions other than the Design Decision
representing the running system (ResultDF) have been left out of the various figures to prevent
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cluttering.

4.2.2 Client

The architectural design of the client sub-case consists of three Design Decisions, and is discussed
in the following sections.

Design Decision 1: Introduce client component

In this first Design Decision, a client Component Entity is introduced to the running system which
will be used in subsequent Design Decisions for detailed design and implementation. Figure 4.9

___

III
Figure 4.9: Introducing the client component

shows the Design Fragment associated with this Design Decision. As there is no running sys-
tem yet (this is the first Design Decision to be executed), a Design Fragment Composition is not
necessary and ClientDF will represent the running system after the Design Decision execution
completes.

Design Decision 2: Flesh out the client component

The second Design Decision consists of performing detailed design on ClientDF. Subcom-
ponents are introduced for communication handling with the chat server, a graphical user in-
terface and a controlling entity which will orchestrate the data-flow between the two other com-
ponents. The Design Fragment associated with this Design Decision is shown in figure 4.10. As
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Figure 4.10: Design Fragment FleshOutClientDF

can be seen, the fleshing out is accomplished by means of a Delta (fleshOutClientD) intro-
ducing the three new Component Entities. By composing fleshOutClientD with clientCE,
the three new Component Entities will become sub-components of clientCE. After composi-
tion (as specified in the Design Fragment Composition associated with this Design Decision), the
resulting running system is represented by the Design Fragment shown in figure 4.11.I I

I I

I I

' I

Figure 4.11: The running system after application of client Design Decision 2

Design Decision 3: Implement the client component

Design Decision 3 provides the implementation for the three introduced Component Entities. The
associated Design Fragment (ImplementClientDF) therefore introduces a Delta for each Com-
ponent Entity: communicatorD for communicatorCE, controllerD for controllerCE and

uiD for uiCE (note that commuriicatorD is not the same Delta as the one discussed in section

4.2.1, only the names are equal). Figure 4.12 shows this situation. In addition, pairs of Connec-

tors are provided between communicatorD and controllerD and between controllerD
and uiD. The functionality each Delta provides is discussed separately in the next three para-
graphs.

Delta communicatorD handles the connection with the chat server and sends and receives raw
(encoded) messages. It provides functionality to communicatorD for sending a raw message to
the chat server to which the client is connected. It requires controllerD for accepting raw mes-
sages.

Delta cont roll e rD is responsible for decoding raw messages accepted from communi catorD,
and encoding them from user actions performed in uiD (like logging in, out and sending a text
message). Delta control lerD therefore pro Vies functionality to cominunicatorD for accepting
received raw messages, and requires cominunicatorD for sending raw messages. It requires uiD
for performing actions after decoding messages (like showing the list of online users connected
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IfltClDF

Figure 4.12: Design Fragment ImplementClientDF

to the chat server, or displaying the text of a received message), and provides functionality to uiD
for sending a login message or sending a text message of which the text has been entered into a
graphical control by the user.

Delta uiD displays and manages the graphical user interface. It requires controllerD for
(among others) sending login/logout requests arid of course text messages. It provides functional-
it)T to controllerD for displaying the list of online users and received text messages from other
users also connected to the same chat server.

The need for each Connector and provided and required Port becomes immediately dear from
the description of the Deltas. After composition, as specified in the associated Design Fragment
Composition, the running system is represented by the Design Fragment shown in figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13: The running system after application of client Design Decision 3

The chat case is used throughout the remainder of this thesis to verify, illustrate and test the solu-
tions found to the problems identified in chapter 3. In chapter 5, the chat case requirements will
be modeled using the added requirements model. In chapter 6, actual chat case code fragments
are shown illustrating the object referencing algorithm. Chapter 7 uses the chat server to demon-
strate the added threading model and chapter 8 uses screenshots from the Archimon Visualizer
in combination with the chat case.
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Chapter 5

Adding a requirements model to
Archium

5.1 Introduction

Software requirements are the cause of development of certain functionality in a system. Equiv-
alently, software requirements are the cause of a Design Decision in Archium. They express a
certain need for change and thus form a motivation for applying a Design Decision. Software
requirements thus have a strong relationship with Design Decisions, as each Design Decision can
be traced back to (a) certain requirement(s).

The problem is that Archiuni currently does not support the expression of requirements in its
language and thus it has no support for defining relationships between requirements and De-
sign Decisions. In order to allow traceability between Design Decisions and requirements, and to
strengthen the relationship between architecture and rationale (in this case between architecture
and requirements, which can be seen as a specialized form of rationale), a requirements model
has been added to Archiuin.

The added requirements model allows architects to verify which requirements have been (par-
tially) fulfilled and which ones are yet to be implemented. Furthermore, it allows for classifica-
tion of requirements into user-defined requirement categories and relate stakeholders to require-
ments.

An existing requirements model 1151 has been taken as a basis for the development of the added
requirements model. The existing model had been developed as an initial requirements model
but was never actually implemented in Archium. It has been part of the Archium source package
as a guideline for implementing a "real" requirements model.

The existing requirements model has been slightly modified and has afterwards been imple-
mented in the Archium parser, code generator and run-time platform. This chapter provides the
details of the existing model, modifications made to it and its integration with Archium. The
research question which is answered throughout the chapter is "How can a requirements model
be added to Archium?" (as raised in section 3.1.1). The remainder of this chapter is subdivided
into sections as follows. Section 5.2 provides the analysis of the necessary modifications to the
existing requirements model and section 5.3 contains its implementation details.
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5.2 Analysis

5.2.1 Existing model

The model which had already been developed when work started on this problem is depicted
in figure 5.1. The model contains six entities (Requirement Category, Requirement, Stakeholder,
Design Decision, Scenario and Actor) and their attributes. Some of the attributes are modifiable
by the user programming in the Archium language (static, compile-time attributes), while others
are maintained internally by the Archium mn-time platform (dynamic attributes).

In addition to the entities, the relations between them are also shown in figure 5.1, as arrows
together with a description of the nature of the relationship. The cardinality of the relationships
had not been specified in the original model, so deciding and specification of the cardrnality is
one of the modifications made to the model.

It was immediately decided to leave out the optional part (the Scenario and Actor entities and
their relationships), as consensus had not yet been reached about the attributes which should be
included in these entities. The following subsections describe the model modifications in detail.
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5.2.2 Requirements

The Requirement entity is the main entity of the model, as most other entities in the requirements
model can have a relationship with it. The static attributes of this entity are listed in table 5.1.
The "Obligatory" column of this table indicates whether the programmer is forced to specify a
value for this attribute in his Archium code. The set of obligatory attributes was chosen to be the
minimum level of information necessary for a software requirement to be useful. However, as
this is an initial requirements model, the (obligatory) attributes of the Requirement entity may
change in the future.

Attribute Type Obligatory
id A unique identifier not containing spaces Yes
@name A name in natural text No
@description Adescriptioninnaturaltext No
priority One of CouldHave, ShouldHave, MustHave Yes
status A percentage in the range 0-100% Yes
type OneofFunctional,NonFunctional Yes

Table 5.1: Static attributes of the Requirement entity

requirement Chat_Client_2REQ
@name {*

Client supports simple protocol.

@description {#

The chat client must support a simple protocol for allowing
clients to:
- login;
- logout;
- send text messages to other logged-in users;
- list all other logged-in users.

priority MustHave;
status 0%;
type Functional;

Figure 5.2: A Requirement expressed in the Archium language

Figure 5.2 shows a requirement taken from the chat client which is expressed in the Archium
language using the attributes described above. The id attribute follows immediately after the
requirement statement and has a value of Chat_Client_2REQ. It is used for managing (a
large number of) Requirements by a user- or company-defined numbering/identification scheme.
The name attribute allows for a more detailed name in natural text. The priority attribute
describes the level of importance of implementation of the functionality described in this Re-
quirement. Similarly, the status attribute specifies the initial percentage of completion of the
described functionality. Finally, the type attribute distinguishes between functional and non-
functional requirements.

The dynamic attributes of the Requirement entity are shown in table 5.2. As dynamic attributes
are not specified at compile-time (in Archium code), an "Obligatory" column is not included in
this table.
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Attribute Type
status A percentage in the range 0-100%
origin The design decision(s) that created this requirement

Table 5.2: Dynamic attributes of the Requirement entity

Note that the status attribute appears in both the static and dynamic attribute tables. While the
Archium programmer has to specify an initial value for the percentage of fulfillment of a certain
Requirement, this value may change at run-time depending on which design decisions have been
applied. The same goes for the origin of the Requirement. Both attributes are maintained by the
Archium run-time platform.

A requirement can have relations with other Requirements, Requirement Categories and Stake-
holders. This is illustrated in table 5.3. The "Cardinality" column shows the cardinality between

Relationship This Requirement ... Cardinality
category ... belongs to some Requirement Categories 1 — *
refines ... refines some Requirements 1 — *
depends on ... depends on some Requirements 1 — *
desired by ... is desired by some Stakeholders 1 — *

Table 5.3: Relationships of the Requirement entity

the related entities. A "*" means "zero or more". For example: a Requirement can be desired
by zero or more Stakeholders. The names of some of the relations have been slightly modified
compared to the original model: where the relation between Requirements and Requirement
Categories was called part of in the original model, it is now called category, as this gives a
clearer description of the nature of the relation. The name part of was discarded as being too
general. Furthermore, the relation between Requirements and Stakeholders has been renamed to
desired by (was: desires) and the direction of the arrow has also been changed, in order to
prevent the Stakeholder entity from becoming unconnected to any other entity This would have
required additional functionality during implementation, as some mechanism would have been
needed to find the unconnected Stakeholders. The Requirement example shown in figure 5.2 can
be extended to also include relationships, as is shown in figure 5.3.

5.2.3 Requirement categories

Requirements can be part of zero or more Requirement Categories. This allows for grouping of
Requirements. As all attribute values of Requirement Categories are set at compile-time, this
entity contains no dynamic attributes. The static attributes are given in table 5.4.

Attribute Type Obligatory
id A unique identifier not containing spaces Yes
@name A name in natural text No
description Adescriptioninnaturaltext No

Table 5.4: Static attributes of the Requirement Category entity

It is possible to create a hierarchy of Requirement Categories. Therefore the relationship parent
of exists, of which the details are listed in table 5.5.
As can be seen, a Requirement Category can be a parent of multiple other Requirement Cat-
egories. An example of a Requirement Category, taken from the chat server, expressed in the
Archium language is shown in figure 5.4.
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requirement Chat_Client_2REQ
name {*

Client supports simple protocol.

@description {#
The chat client must support a simple protocol for allowing
clients to:
- login;
- logout;
- send text messages to other logged-in users;
- list all other logged-in users.

U)

priority MustHave;
status 0%;
type Functional;
category ClientRequirementsREQC;
desired by EndUserSH;

Figure 5.3: A Requirement including relationships, expressed in the Archium language

Relationship This Requirement Category ... Cardinality
parent of ... is parent of some other Requirement Categories 1 — *

Table 5.5: Relationships of the Requirement Category entity

requirement category ServerRequirementsREQC
@name {#

Server requirements.

description {#

All requirements having to do with
(non) functional parts of the chat
server.

Figure 5.4: A Requirement Category expressed in the Archium language

5.2.4 Stakeholders

The Stakeholder entity is an even less complex entity compared to the Requirement Category It
contains only static attributes and has no relationships with other entities. The static attributes
are shown in table 5.6. An example of a Stakeholder is shown in figure 5.5.

5.2.5 Design Decisions

In order to be able to refer to Requirements from Design Decisions, a few relations have to be
added to the Design Decision and Design Solution entities. The additions to the Design Decision
entity are explained in this section, while the modifications to the Design Solution entity are dis-
cussed in section 5.2.6.

A design decision can create (raise the need for), realize (implement the specified functionality
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Attribute Type ObIigatoyJ
id A unique identifier not containing spaces Yes
@name A name in natural text No
@description Adescriptioninnaturaltext No

Table 5.6: Static attributes of the Stakeholder entity

stakeholder EndUserSH
{

@name {#
The end user of the system.

@description {#
(Possibly) non-technical people who just want to chat
without worrying about implementation details.

Figure 5.5: A Stakeholder, expressed in the Archium language

of), use (make use of) or obsolete (removes the need for) Requirements. Therefore these relations
have to be added to the Design Decision entity. The details of these relationships are given in
table 5.7.

Relationship This Design Decision ... Cardinality
creates ... creates some Requirements 1 — *
realizes ... realizes some Requirements 1 — *
uses ... uses some Requirements 1 — *
obsoletes ... obsoletes some Requirements 1 — *

Table 5.7: Additional relationships of the Design Decision entity

Note that the realizes relationship takes an optional argument: a percentage specifying the
percentage of completion of the functionality described in the referred Requirement. An example
of a Design Decision, taken from the chat server, using the added relationships is shown in figure
5.6.

5.2.6 Design Solutions

The additional relationships for the Design Solution entity are equivalent to those of the Design
Decision entity, except for one additional relationship: the threatens relationship. Which so-
lution to choose is always a trade-off: it will realize some Requirements, but may well threaten
other ones. The threatens relationship does not exist within the Design Decision entity, as mak-
ing a decision which deliberately threatens some Requirements would not be wise and should
not happen in practice. The details of the additional relationships for Design Solutions are given
in table 5.8.

Like the Design Decision entity, the realizes relationship takes an optional argument: a per-
centage specifying the percentage of completion of the functionality described in the referred
Requirement. An example of a Design Solution, taken from the chat server, using the added
relationships is shown in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: A Design Decision realizing a Requirement by 25%

!• Analysis

Relationship
creates

This Design Solution...
... creates some Requirements

Cardinality
1 — *

realizes ... realizes some Requirements 1 — *

uses ... uses some Requirements 1 — *
threatens ... threatens some Requirements 1 — *
obsoletes ... obsoletes some Requirements 1 — *

Table 5.8: Additional relationships of the Design Solution entity

potential solutions
solution ImplementServer

architectural entities

}

realizes Chat_Server_2REQ by 100%,
Chat_Server_3REQ by 100%,
Chat_Server_3_1REQ by 100%;

realization

Figure 5.7: A Design Solution fully realizing three Requirements

5.2.7 Resulting model

The resulting model (after applying the modifications mentioned in the previous sections) is
shown in figure 5.8. The optional part of the original model has been left out, the modified
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refines
depends on

relationship names have been added, and two or more relationships between entities have been
grouped. Finally the relationships between the Design Solution and the Requirement entity have
been made explicit. The relationship between the Design Decision and the Design Solution is not
important for the requirements model, so it has been rendered dotted. This relationship has only
been depicted to show that each Design Decision consists of a number of Design Solutions, but
this is part of the Design Decision model (see section 2.2.2) and not of the requirements model.
The implementation of the resulting requirements model is discussed in section 5.3.

5.3 Implementation

5.3.1 Parser

In order to recognize requirements model entity instances in Archium source code, the parser
had to be adapted to recognize certain tokens and productions. As the Requirement entity is
the most complex one of the requirements model (not including the Design Decision and Design
Solution entities), I will use that entity throughout this section as a running example of the im-
plementation process.

The parser generator JavaCC 117] is used to generate the Archium parser. JavaCC accepts an
input-file which is largely made up of a notation similar to BNF1. Therefore the code in this sec-
tion is expressed in BNF. It should be relatively easy to recognize the BNF statements in this
section in the actual parser source code. The first step in modifying the Archium parser is there-
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fore adding some tokens to the JavaCC input-file, as shown in appendix A.1. As can be seen,
these tokens resemble the attribute and relationship names as found in figure 5.8. In addition to
these tokens, a production rule had to be added to the JavaCC mput-ffle, which is shown in more
detail in appendix A.2. The <IDENTIFIER>, <LBRACE>, <COMMENTBLOCK>, <SEMICOLON> and
<RBRACE> (non-)terminals already existed in the Archium parser input-ifie and will not be dis-
cussed here. The <PERCENTAGE> non-terminal reads an integer number and a percentage char-
acter.

JavaCC's mechanism of building abstract syntax trees is used to store the parsed information in
nodes. For example, the requirement identifier (<IDENTIFIER>) is stored, as well as the priority
type, status and a list of requirement identifiers which this requirement refines.

5.3.2 Reflection

Archium's run-time platform largely consists of a reflection API, allowing for run-tune inspection
of entity instances created by a programmer in his Archium source. As most existing entities in
Archium (like Deltas, Component Entities and Design Fragments) have their own re-
flection classes, the reflection API had to be extended to incorporate Requirements, Requirement
Categories and Stakeholders as well. The class diagram for Requirement entities is discussed
in appendix A.3. The class diagrams for Requirement Categories and Stakeholders are defined
similarly, and are not discussed in this thesis.

All reflection classes in Archium must implement a remote interface for inspection using Remote
Method Invocation (RMI). The inspection is used by external tools requiring access to run-time in-
formation about entities existing in a running Archium applications. Therefore the Requirement
reflection class implements the RlRequirement interface. Although this interface contains no
method signatures yet, as there are no external tools yet to use mn-time information about the
Requirement class, this could be needed in the future.

5.3.3 Code generator

Archium's code generator is the link between the parser and the reflection API. Using the parsed
information, the code generator generates reflection objects in Java code. The attribute values of
those objects are determined (once again) by the parsed information. Finally the generated Java
code is compiled by the Java compiler, after which (if no errors have been found) an executable
is created.

Each abstract syntax tree node type has its own code generation method within the Archium code
generator, so in order to generate code for Requirement abstract syntax tree nodes, a correspond-
ing method has been added. The code generation method for Requirement entities generates
Java source which defines a class that extends the aforementioned Requirement reflection class.
Furthermore, a get Instance C) method is generated, as the singleton pattern for Requirement
entities is used. The reason for choosing this pattern to use is that at most one instance of a certain
Requirement reflection class should exist at any one time in a running Archium application. All
references to a certain Requirement reflection class should point to the same instance. Further-
more, the first time of use of a Requirement cannot be determined in advance, so the singleton
pattern allows for lazy instantiation: only instantiate the single instance of a Requirement reflec-
tion dass when it is needed for the first time. Requirements which are never being referred to
therefore never get initialized, saving resources and thus being more efficient. Note that the sin-
gle instance of each Requirement entity is stored in the private variable named instance.

'Backus-Naur Form, a formal way to describe formal languages.
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Finally the parsed information must be transferred from the abstract syntax tree nodes to gen-
erated lines of code. For example, if the Archium programmer specified a Requirement named
Ri .2, the code generator would generate the line instance. setName (R1 .2 ) ;. This part of
the code generation is straightforward as we have all parsed information available in the abstract
syntax tree node.
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Chapter 6

Object referencing from rationale

6.1 Introduction

Archium allows and encourages for natural text (rationale) at specific points in the source code of
Archium-developed applications. This rationale is available at run-time for inspecting, for exam-
ple to allow (automatic) documentation generation, and to verify the implementation against the
requirements. An example of a rationale element is shown in figure 6.1. In this case, the rationale

problem{ *

An initial architecture for the chat server
is needed (Chat_Server_1REQI .

*)

Figure 6.1: An example rationale element

element is called problem and contains natural text together with a reference to Requirement
Chat_Server_1REQ. A reference within rationale to a certain Archium entity is made by speci-
fying the name of the entity between square brackets. In addition to Requirements, other entities
like Component Entities, Deltas and Connectors can be referred to as well. References thus add
traceability between rationale and architecture, i.e. allow the user to inspect why a certain entity
was added to the system by viewing its rationale. As Archium focuses very much on integrating
architecture, implementation and rationale, this is a very important notion.

Although the idea is clear, the implementation of a entity-resolving algorithm was lacking. Ref-
erences were simply ignored. This algorithm has now been developed and its analysis and devel-
opment are discussed in this chapter. The research question which therefore is answered in this
chapter is: "How can entities be resolved from rationale in Archium?" (as raised in section 3.1.2).
The remaining subsections of this chapter contain the analysis (section 6.2) and implementation
(section 6.3) details of making object referencing from within code comments possible.

6.2 Analysis

An investigation of available rationale elements in Archium resulted in table 6.1. Also included
in that table are the elements which can be referenced from each rationale element.
As can be seen from the table, Requirements, Requirement Categories and Stakeholders are refer-
able from all rationale elements and have global scope. In addition, Design Solutions also include
a number of elements which have local or foreign (within a Design Fragment) scope.
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Enfiy Rationale elements Referable objects -

Design Decision @problem
@motivation
@cause
®context
@rationale

The current design', Requirements,
Requirement Categories and
Stakeholders.

Design Solution @descript ion
@design rules
@design constraints
@consequences
@pro
@con

The current design1, architectural

entities within this Design Solution2,
architectural entities within Design

Fragments3, Requirements,
Requirement Categories and
Stakeholders.

Requirement @name
@descript ion

Requirements, Requirement
Categories and Stakeholders.

Requirement Category @name
@descript ion

Requirements, Requirement
Categories and Stakeholders.

Stakeholder @name
®descript ion

Requirements, Requirement
Categories and Stakeholders.

Table 6.1: Rationale elements in Archium

What is needed is an algorithm that can resolve references at run-time. Compile-time resolving is
not possible, as the set and sequence of applied design decisions may not be known in advance.
The next section contains the implementation details of this algorithm.

6.3 Implementation

The implementation of object referencing from rationale elements required modification of the
code generator and the reflection API of Archium. The modifications to each of them are dis-
cussed in this section.

The natural text of rationale elements is parsed as so-called comment-blocks, i.e. blocks of text
within { * and *) tokens. Currently the parsed text is stored within the abstract syntax tree nodes
without inspecting the contents. In other words, references in the text are ignored altogether. In
order for object referencing to work, each reference must be resolved and stored in a list of object
identifiers. For that purpose, the following regular expression is used:

This regular expression matches the shortest occurrence of a string starting with a left bracket
and ending with a right bracket. We must always match the shortest occurrence as otherwise
multiple references within the text would be matched as a single one. The question mark charac-
ter accomplishes this. The parentheses are used for processing the actual reference, i.e. without
the brackets.

Each reference is made up of one or more identifiers, separated by double colons (for example
sensorDF: : sensorD which consists of the identifiers sensorDF and sensorD, and indicates
a reference to sensorD within sensorDF). A double colon between two identifiers indicates

'As supplied by the single parameter defined in the Design Decision header.
2That is, architectural entities declared in the architectural entitieg block.
3That is, architectural entities declared in a Design Fragment which is declared in the architectural entitiee

block.
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that the left-hand-side identifier contains a referable entity which can be referred to by the right-
hand-side identifier. So in order to resolve a reference, it is split at its double colons and each
identifier is resolved using an iterative algorithm. For each split identifier, the algorithm de-
termines whether it is a reference to a global object (concretely: a Requirement, Requirement
Category or Stakeholder), or an object which is referable in the current scope (initially the object
in which the comment-block occurs). The algorithm ends when the entire identifier has been
resolved (to either an object instance or null), or an error has occurred due to the fact that a non-
existing element has been referenced.

As each class may provide a different method for publishing its referable objects, the resolving
procedure differentiates between object types. For example, the Des ignFraginent entity pro-
vides a getEntity C) method for accessing its referable objects. Special care has to be taken
when resolving a reference within a Design Solution, as also the constructor parameter(s) of its
parent design decision are referable.

Figure 6.2 shows an example of the resolving algorithm using reference a: : b: : C. As can be
seen, the reference is iteratively resolved. Assume that all objects publish their referable entities
by means of a getEntity () method. Then, object a is asked to return the object referred to by
b: : c, which in turn generates a call to getEntity("c") on object b.

The algorithm depends largely on the Java reflection API for inspecting classes and objects. This
allows for run-time resolving of references instead of compile-time resolving, which is not pos-
sible, as references are introduced through the application of Design Decisions. The sequence of
introduction of design decisions may not be known at compile-time.

To store the object references found in comment-blocks, a Java vector is used. This is imple-
mented in a dedicated dass Comment which also stores the parsed comment-block text. The
Comment class is part of the run-time reflection API. The Comment dass diagram is shown in
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appendix B.1. All reflection API classes which previously ignored references and just stored the
comment-block text in a String variable, now use Comment class instances instead.

The list of referred objects for each entity containing comment-blocks is maintained at run-time.
For Design Decisions, object references are resolved in its constructor and for design solutions
during activation (the activate () method). Object references in Requirements, Requirement
Categories and Stakeholders are resolved on demand (i.e., at first use).
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Chapter 7

Adding a managed threading model
to Archium

7.1 Introduction
As explained in section 2.2.3, all changes made to a Component Entity are established by means
of composing a Delta with that Component Entity. A Delta may, for example, add Ports to a
Component Entity, or remove an existing one. Another example, which has been shown in sec-
tion 4.2.1, is the fleshing-out of a Component Entity into subcomponents.

Deltas also have the ability to add a threaded implementation to a Component Entity Users can
specify the Java code to be executed as a thread within the run{} block of a Delta. For each
run{} block in each Delta, the Archium compiler generates a java. lang. Thread-extending
class containing the user-specified Java code in its run () method. This thread dass will be in-
stantiated at run-time and started after composition has taken place with a Component Entity.
An example thread declaration within a Delta is shown in figure 7.1. After composition with a
Component Entity, this thread would repeatedly1 print the numbers 0 to 99.

Delta CountD

run{
for (mt i = 0; i < 100; i÷+)

System.out.println(i);

Figure 7.1: Code inside the run-block of a Delta is executed as a thread

It is possible to compose multiple Deltas with a Component Entity, in this way forming a so-called
Delta stack, a layered structure around a Component Entity consisting of all Deltas composed
with the Component Entity. Consequently, it is possible to add multiple threaded implementa-
tions to a Component Entity, i.e. have multiple threads running concurrently in a Component
Entity at run-time. An example Delta stack is shown in figure 72. Threads in a Delta stack of
a certain Component Entity may make use of each other. For example, in figure 7.2, threads in
Deltas aD and cD may cooperate in performing a task.

1By default, the user-code inside the run{} block is iterated, however this can be disabled by calling the
stopRepeat () method inside the run{} block.
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Figure 7.2: A Delta stack around Component Entity componentCE

Two large problems arise with the existing Delta-threading implementation in Archium which
call for a new threading model:

• Threads containing user-specified Java code are started immediately after their containing
Deltas have been composed with a Component Entity, even if they should not;

• Threads containing user-specffied Java code are unmanaged.

Threads containing user-specified Java code should not start running immediately after their
containing Deltas have been composed with a Component Entity for a number of reasons:

• Not all of the containing Delta's required Ports may have been connected (using a Connec-
tor), resulting in errors if methods are executed on them;

• Other Deltas in the Delta stack of the Component Entity with which the Delta has been
composed may have unconnected required Ports resulting in similar errors (remember that
threads in different Deltas in a Delta stack may make use of each other).

In order to call a method on a required Port (of which the implementation thus has been provided
by another Delta using a provided Port), that Port must be connected to the providing Delta using
a Connector. As Deltas in a Delta stack (and their threads) may call each other's methods, all
Deltas in a Delta stack must have all their required Ports connected.

The fact that threads containing user-specified Java code are currently unmanaged is problematic
as Archium should have a way of controlling them in case composition takes place on a Compo-
nent Entity, possibly requiring suspension of (a group of) threads containing user-specified Java
code in the Component Entity's Delta stack. For example, in a Delta stack of a certain Compo-
nent Entity, assume that a thread t in one of the Deltas is depending on the availability of a certain
Connector. If another Delta would be composed with that Component Entity, removing the Con-
nector without first suspending the threads in the Deltas in the Delta stack, errors would occur,
as t is suddenly not able anymore to communicate. Therefore, if a Delta is to be composed with
a Component Entity, all threads in all Deltas in its Delta stack should be suspended first, after
which composition takes place. Finally, each Delta should re-evaluate if it safe for its threads to
resume running (i.e. verify if all Connectors are still available). To be able to suspend threads in
a Delta stack, Archium should have a way of knowing which threads exist within a Delta, which
is not possible using standard java. lang. Thread-extending classes, as they do not allow for
registering themselves with any entity. This implies the need for some sort of thread-managing
entity with which threads can register themselves.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows, and answers the following research ques-
lion: "How can a managed threading model be added to Archiuin?" (as raised in section 3.1.3).
Section 7.2 discusses the principles and definitions which form the basis for the new threading
model. In section 7.3 state models are defined for each Archium entity involved in the new
threading model. Section 7.4 shows the pseudo code for the algorithms needed as specified in
the principles and definitions. Section 7.5 provides a step-by-step run-through of the chat server
using the concepts of the new threading model. Finally, section 7.6 discusses the implementation
details.

7.2 Principles and definitions
Analysis of the problems occurring using the existing threading model (as shown in in section
7.1 have led to the following principles and definitions. Each principle is accompanied by an
explanatory text or example situation. Each definition is expressed in pseudo-code in section 7.4.

Threading Model Principle I
A Component Entity should be suspended before a Delta can be composed with it.

As Deltas in a Component Entity Delta stack may depend on each other's functionality, all run-
ning threads inside the Component Entity (i.e. all threads running in Deltas composed with that
Component Entity) should be suspended before a Delta is composed with the Component Entity.

Threading Model Definition 1 (Suspending a Component Entity)
Suspending a Component Entity involves suspending all Deltas composed with it.

Threading Model Definition 2 (Suspending a Delta)
Suspending a Delta involves suspending all entities related to the Delta, in the order as defined in Thread-
ing Model Definition 3.

Threading Model Definition 3 (Entities related to a Delta)
The following entities are related to a Delta:

1. Connectors connected to a provided Port of the Delta;

2. Child entities as defined by the user in the variables{} block (for example, nested Deltas);

3. The Component Entity with which the Delta has been composed;

4. The thread representing the run{ } block as well as all threads defined in user-code inside the run{ }
block.

Threading Model Definition 4 (Suspending a Connector)
Suspending a Connector involves suspending all Deltas connected to a provided Port of the Connector.

Threading Model Definition 5 (Suspending child entities of a Delta)
Child entities of a Delta are entities defined by the user in the variables{} block of the Delta. This
may be Archium entities (like Deltas or Component Entities), but Java objects as well (for example,
java. util. Vector). Suspending child entities therefore means suspending all suspendable entities,
i.e. entities which support suspending/uns us pending. As shown in section 7.4, suspendable entities must
implement the ISuspendable interface.

Threading Model Definition 6 (Suspending the thread representing the run{ } block as well as
all threads defined in user-code inside the run{ } block)
This is where the managing functionality of the threading model is necessary. All threads running inside
a Delta (i.e. the thread representing the run{ } block as well as all user-defined threads defined within the
run{ } block) are grouped into a poo1 of threads. Each Delta has its own pool and its own pool-managing
entity. The pool-managing entity holds references to all threads registered with it. Suspending all these
threads therefore simply means giving a suspend command to the encapsulating entity. More details can
be found in section 7.4.
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Threading Model Principle 2
After a Component Entity has been suspended, a Delta can be composed with it.

As the Component Entity has been suspended, all threads of Deltas composed with it are sus-
pended, meaning no thread is making use of functionality provided by others. Therefore it is
now safe to compose a Delta with the Component Entity. To ensure that the Delta to be com-
posed with the Component Entity has not already started any threads defined within it before
composition, the following principles and definitions apply.

Threading Model Principle 3
Threads defined within a Delta can only run fall requirements for running threads within a Delta have
been satisfied.

A number of prerequisites for running threads have been defined which prevent unwanted be-
havior, like threads starting before their containing Deltas have been composed with a Compo-
nent Entity These prerequisites are described below.

Threading Model Definition 7 (Requirements for running threads within a Delta)
The following prerequisites must have been satisfied in order for threads defined within a Delta to run:

• The Delta must have completed its initialization phase, i.e. have completed construction, composition
and configuration on entities introduced to the running system by it;

• The Delta must have been composed with a Component Entity;

• All other Deltas composed with that Component Entity must also satisfy all requirements for run-
ning threads, as Deltas in a Delta stack of a Component Entity may depend on each other;

• If the Delta has been introduced to the running system by another Delta, that parent Delta must also
fulfill all requirements for running threads.

Threading Model Definition 8 (Fully-connectedness of a Delta)
A Delta is fully connected fall required Ports are connected to a Connector.

The following section describes the state diagrams of the different entities which may be involved
in composition.

7.3 Defining state models for Archium entities

The life-cydes of Archium entities have not been clearly defined. However, for a threading model
to work reliably, knowledge of the state of each entity is essential. For example, threads may not
be safely started if certain initialization code has not been executed yet. It must be known that
the initialization has been completed before starting threaded code. Therefore, state models have
been developed for Archium entities involved in the threading model (Delta, Component Entity
and Connector). These models are discussed in the following subsections. Note that each state
name in the state diagrams in the following subsections has been suffixed with an abbreviation
of the state name. These abbreviation are used in section 7.5.

7.3.1 Delta
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[initialize (i)]

[sPended (Sd)] [unsusPending (usg)

[suspending (so)] [ run (r) ]

Figure 7.3: The Delta state diagram

States and transitions

All states and transitions in figure 7.3 are discussed in this section. Also described is the relation-
ship between the states, transitions and Threading Model Principles and Definitions. Initially, a
Delta is in the undefined state which serves no other function than to indicate that the Delta has
not been given a meaningful state yet.

initialize
After a Delta has been constructed, it will enter the initialize stateand user code in the
initialization{}, configuration{} and composition{} blocks will be executed to
(recursively) instantiate entities defined in the variables{} block and perform config-
uration and composition on those entities. After the user code in these three blocks has
been executed, the Delta will transition to state suspended (transition 1), as it has not been
composed with a Component Entity yet. This is to ensure that threaded code in a newly in-
stantiated Delta does not start running immediately, which is one of the fundamental rules
of the developed threading model (Threading Model Principle 3).

• suspending
On entering this state, entities related to the Delta will be suspended as described in Thread-
ing Model Definition 2. After all related entities have been suspended, the state of the Delta
is changed to suspended (transition 6).

• suspended
All entities possibly involved in composition (as described in the suspending state) have
been suspended, and composition can now take place. After composition has been com-
pleted, the Delta will transition to the unsuspending state (transition 2).

• unsuspending
The unsuspending Delta will unsuspend all entities suspended in the suspending state, if
their respective thread running criteria have been met. The same goes for the unsuspend-
ing Delta itself. If it satisfies all requirements in Threading Model Principle 3, the entity
managing the thread pool will be signalled to unsuspend its threads. That entity will de-
cide for if the threads it manages should be unsuspended (if the threads had been suspended
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before) or to start them (if they had not yet been started due to the fact that the Delta had
just been introduced to the running system and had transitioned from the initialization to
the suspended state). In case all requirements for thread running are satisfied the Delta will
transition to the run state (transition 4). Otherwise, it will return to the suspended state
(transition 3).

• run
All threads in the Delta are running and iterating. The Delta will transition to the suspending
state (transition 5) if a composition is about to take place.

As can be seen in figure 7.3, there exists a loop containing the run, suspending, suspended and
unsuspending states. Each time when a Delta needs to suspend due to composition this loop is
traversed, always checking if all requirements for thread running remain satisfied (Threading
Model Principle 3).

7.3.2 Component Entity

[ suspended (sd)] [ run (r) ]
Figure 7.4: The Component Entity state diagram

A Component Entity can be viewed as the result of the application of a number of Deltas. Ref-
erences to all Deltas applied to a Component Entity are stored within the Component Entity. As
Deltas may rely on functionality provided by other Deltas composed with the same Component
Entity an all-or-nothing principle applies: in order for one Delta to be able to run, all other Deltas
must also be able to run.

Each time after a Delta has been composed with a Component Entity the Component Entity's
state is recalculated. If all composed Deltas fulfill all requirements for thread running (Threading
Model Definition 3), the state of the Component Entity will be set to run. Otherwise, it will be
suspended.

States and transitions

All states and transitions in figure 7.4 are discussed in this section. Also described is the relation-
ship between the states, transitions and Threading Model Principles and Definitions. Initially, a
Component Entity is in the undefined state which serves no other function than to indicate that
the Component Entity has not been given a meaningful state yet.

• run
If a Component Entity has state run, it means that all Deltas composed with it fulfill all
requirements for thread running (Threading Model Definition 3). If, after recalculation due
to composition, at least one Delta does not satisfy all requirements for thread running, the
Component Entity will transition to the suspended state.

• suspended
The suspended state is the inverse of the run state. Not all requirements for thread running
have been satisfied by all Deltas. If, after recalculation due to composition, all composed
Deltas satisfy all requirements for thread running, the Component Entity will transition to
the run state.
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7.3.3 Connector

7.3. Defining state models for Archium entities

A connector currently only passes messages between Deltas connected to its Ports. However, in
the future a more sophisticated Connector may be desired with an ability to rurL threaded code.A
more "intelligent" Connector could then be specified, for example including a load-balancing
algorithm in a distributed system. The state diagram (and threading model) therefore has been
prepared for such an extension and looks much like the Delta state diagram (figure 7.3), to allow
for suspension/unsuspension of threads.

States and transitions

All states and transitions in figure 7.5 are discussed in this section. Also described is the relation-
ship between the states, transitions and Threading Model Principles and Definitions. Initially, a
Connector is in the undefined state which serves no other function than to indicate that the Con-
nector has not been given a meaningful state yet.

• initialize
After a Connector has been constructed, it will enter the initialize state and user code in the
initialization{} block will be executed. After the user code in this block has been ex-
ecuted, the Connector will transition to state run (transition 1), ready for passing messages
between Deltas.

• run
The Connector will pass any messages received by its Ports to the correct receiving Delta
(as defined by the user). On receiving a call to suspend by a Delta which will be involved
in composition, state suspending is entered (transition 2).

• suspending
All Deltas connected to a provided Port of this Connector wifi be suspended in this state
(Threading Model Definition 4). After this process completes, the Connector will transition
to state suspended (transition 3).
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• suspended
Composition can now take place. After composition has been completed, the Delta which
suspended this Connector will unsuspend it, and the Connector will transition to the un-
suspending state (transition 4).

• unsuspending
All Deltas connected to a provided Port of this Connector will be unsuspended in this state.
After this process completes, the Connector will transition to state run (transition 5).

7.4 Pseudo code
Using the state diagrams defined in section 7.3, this section describes the behavior of the involved
Archium entities during composition, suspension and unsuspension. Section 7.4.1 focuses on
composition of a Delta with a Component Entity and the remaining sections discuss suspension
and unsuspension for Component Entities, Deltas and Connectors, respectively. Each section
first provides the pseudo code, after which it is explained in text.

7.4.1 Composition of a Delta with a Component Entity

public void ComponentEntitycompose(Delta dAdd) {
suspendo;

perform composition logic on dAdd;

if all Deltas composed with this Component Entity fulfill the
requirements for thread running {
set the state of this Component Entity to "Run";

}

else {

set the state of this Component Entity to "Suspended";

}

After suspension of all Deltas composed with the Component Entity (the suspend () method,
see section 7.4.2), composition logic is performed on the Delta to be added (dAdd). This involves
modifying the Component Entity's Ports, interfaces etc. as specified by the user. Furthermore,
the Delta is added to the list of composed Deltas and will be reused immediately to recalculate
the Component Entity's state.

Note that unsuspension of suspended Deltas does not take place immediately after composi-
tion for the following reason. The method compose () is called whenever an XCE plays yD
statement (Component Entity xCE is to be composed with Delta yD) is encountered in a user's
composition block inside a Design Fragment, Delta or Design Fragment Composition. Con-
sider the following composition block inside (for example) a Delta:

composition
aCE plays aD;
bCE plays bD;

In addition, assume that aD and bD will be communicating using a Connector. If unsuspending
would take place immediately after aCE plays aD had been executed, bD would not have been
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composed with bcE yet, resulting in an error (Deltas must be composed with a Component Entity
before they may perform any functionality). Therefore, unsuspending will only be done after oil
composition user-code has been executed for a particular Design Decision.

7.4.2 Suspending a Component Entity

public void ComponentEntity.suspendO {
for each Delta dComposed composed with this Component Entity {

dComposed.suspendO;
}

}

Suspending a Component Entity merely involves suspending all Deltas composed with it.

7.4.3 Unsuspending a Component Entity

public void ComponentEntity.unsuspend() (
for each Delta dComposed composed with this Component Entity {

dComposed.unsuspendo;

Unsuspending a Component Entity merely involves unsuspending all Deltas composed with it.
Note that a Component Entity re-calculates its state only after composition (see section 7.4.1), so
not when suspending/unsuspending itself.

7.4.4 Suspending a Delta

public void Delta.suspendO {
set the state of this Delta to "Suspending";

for each provided Port pp {
if a Connector conn is connected to pp {

conn.suspendo;
suspendedEntities.add(conn);

}

for each child element child defined in the variables{} block {
if child is an instance of ISuspendable {

child.suspendO;
suspendedEntities.add(chi id);

}

suspend the Component Entity with which this Delta has been composed;
add that Component Entity to suspendedEntities;

suspend any threads running inside this delta by signaling
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the thread-pool managing entity to suspend;

set the state of this Delta to "Suspended";
}

As can be seen, entities related to a Delta are suspended in the order defined in Threading Model
Definition 2. In addition, references to all suspended entities are stored in an ordered list named
suspendedEntities. Unlike suspending a Delta, which is a recursive process (recursively
suspending Connectors and child entities), unsuspending is not, as suspended entities may not
be unsuspended due to the fact that some entities were removed from the running system by
applying a Design Decision. Imagine two Deltas that were connected before the application
of a Design Decision using a Connector. If a certain Design Decision removes the Connector,
using a recursive unsuspension algorithm would mean at least one of the Deltas would not be
unsuspended due to the fact that there is no reference anymore to the Delta as theConnector has
been removed. Therefore, each Delta contains a list in which all suspended entities are stored.
All elements of this list are unsuspended when unsuspending the Delta.

7.4.5 Unsuspending a Delta

public void Delta.unsuspendO {
set the state of this Delta to "Unsuspending";

for each entity ent in suspendedEntities {
ent.unsuspendO;

}

if this Delta fulfills all requirements for running threads {
unsuspend any threads running inside this delta by signaling
the thread-pool managing entity to unsuspend;
set the state of this entity to "Run";

}

else {

set the state of this Delta to "Suspended";

}

As all suspended entities are stored in the list suspendedEntities, the first phase of unsus-
pending a Delta consists of unsuspending each entity stored in suspendedEnt it ies. The sec-
ond phase involves checking if the Delta fulfills all requirements for thread running(Threading
Model Principle 3) and, in case it does, signaling the thread-pool managing entity to unsuspend
its threads.

7.4.6 Suspending a Connector

public void Connector.suspend() {
set the state of this Connector to "Suspending";

for each provided Port pp {
if a Connector conn is connected to pp {

conn.suspendO;
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suspendedEntitieS.add(C01);

}

}

set the state of this Connector to "Suspended";

}

Suspending a connector resembles the first part of the suspension algorithm of a Delta: all entities

(in this case: Deltas) connected to a provided Port of the Connector are signalled to suspend. All

suspended entities are stored in a list suspendedEntities.

7.4.7 Unsuspending a Connector

public void Connector.unsuspend() {
set the state of this Connector to "Unsuspending";

for each entity erit in susperidedEntities {
ent.unsuspendO;

}

set the state of this Connector to "Run";

}

As all suspended entities are stored in the list suspendedEnt it ies, unsuspending a Connector

consists of unsuspending each Delta stored in suspendedEntities

7.5 Example: chat server

As a validation of the designed threading model, this section provides a graphical view of the

evolution of the chat server application (of which the architectural design is shown in section

4.2.1) after each application of a Design Decision. Also, each entity involved in the threading

model is annotated with its state. Figure 7.6 shows the legend of symbols used throughout this

Parent Archium entity

Child Archium entity
(introduced to the running
system by its parent entity)

Composition

Figure 7.6: Legend of symbols used in the threading model example

section. A parent-child relationship between entities is depicted top-to-bottom and composition

is indicated by a dashed arrow of which the source is a Delta and the target a Component Entity.
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7.5.1 Design Decision 1: Introduce server component
In Design Decision 1, the serverCE Component Entity is introduced to the running system by
means of Design Fragment ServerDF. As can be seen in figure 7.4, newly instantiated Compo-
nent Entities immediately enter state run, so in figure 7.7, serverCE has been suffixed with (r).
The suffixes defined in section 7.3 are used to indicate the state of each entity in this section. De-
sign Fragment ServerDF has no role in the threading model, so it has not been given a state (nor
suffix).

Figure 7.7: Introducing the serverCE Component Entity

7.5.2 Design Decision 2: Flesh out the server component

Design Decision 2 fleshes the serverCE Component Entity out into two Component Entities:
COmmunicatorCE and clientHandlerCE. The Design Fragment responsible for introducing
these two Component Entities (FleshoutServerDF) is shown in figure 7.8. It contains only
Delta fleshOutServerD, which in turn will introduce the two Component Entities to the run-
ning system. Every instantiated Delta will first enter the initialization state (as specified in figure
7.3).

Figure 7.8: Delta fleshOutServerD, introduced by Design Fragment FleshOutServerDF

hi its initialization state, Delta fleshOutServerD wifi construct, compose and configure any
user-defined entities within it. In this case, that means constructing communicatorCE and
clientHandlerCE. As shown before, newly instantiated Component Entities immediately en-
ter the run state, so the resulting situation is shown in figure 7.9. After finishing its initializa-
tion phase, Delta fleshOutServerD will enter the suspended state, awaiting composition with a
Component Entity. This is shown in figure 7.10.

Associated with Design Decision 2 is a Design Fragment Composition which specifies how De-
sign Fragment FleshOutServerDF is to be integrated with the entities in the running sys-
tem. In this case, the Design Fragment Composition specifies that Delta fleshOutServerD
in F].eshOutServerDF has to be composed with serverCE (which is already part of the run-
ning system, as it has been introduced to it by Design Decision 1). To illustrate the composition
process, both the running system and FleshOutServerDF have been depicted in figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.9: Delta fleshoutServerD constructs communicatorCE and clientHandlerCE

Figure 7.10: Delta fleshOutServerD is awaiting composition with a Component Entity

Upon composition, the Component Entity on which the composition is about to take place (Com-
ponent Entity serverCE) first suspends all Deltas applied to it (as defined in section 7.4). In this
case, no Deltas had been composed with serverCE yet, so no Deltas are suspended. Afterwards,
the actual composition takes place which means that serverCE will be split up into two sub-
Component Entities communicatorCE and clientHandlerCE (shown in figure 7.12). Delta
fleshoutServerD now enters the unsuspending state (figure 7.13) and determines if it fulfills
all requirements for running threads. In fact it does fulfill all requirements, however it contains
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Figure 7.12: Composition of fleshOutServerD with serverCE

Figure 7.13: Delta f].eshOutServerD is unsuspending

no threads (it only has a fleshing-out role, adding no functionality to any Component Entity).
Finally, as dictated by the Delta state diagram (figure 7.3), fleshOutServerfl enters the run
state (figure 7.14).

7.5.3 Design Decision 3: Implement the server

The role of Design Decision 3 is to provide the implementation of both the communi catorCE and
clientHandlerCE Component Entities. Therefore, two Deltas for providing that implementa-

Figure 7.14: Delta fleshOutServerD is running
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tion (communicatorD and singleThreadedClientHandlerD) are introduced in the corre-
sponding Design Fragment (ImplementServerDF). In addition, both Deltas are connected via a

Connector which is also introduced in ImplementServerDF. Like Delta fleshOutClientD in

Design Fragment FleshOutClientDF in Design Decision 2, both Delta communicatorD and
Delta singleThreadedClientHandlerD first enter the initialization state after which

they transition to the suspended state, awaiting composition with a Component Entity.

The focus is now on Connector communicatorClientHandlerC. After construction by De-
sign Fragment ImplementServerDF, it first enters the initialization state (figure 7.15).
As shown in figure 7.5, it will then enter state run (figure 7.16).

Design Fragment ImplementServerDF will now connect Delta communicatorD and Delta
singleThreadedClientHandlerD using communicatorClientHandlerC. TheDesignFrag-
ment Composition associated with Design Decision 3 specifies that the Component Entities named
communicatorCE and clientHandlerCE (both introduced to the running system by Design
Decision 2) should be composed with commurzicatorD and singleThreadedCl ientHandlerD,
respectively. Both the running system and ImplementServerDF are shown in figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.16: Connector communicatorClientHandlerC enters the run state

Figure 7.17: The running system and ImplementServerDF
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The sequence of events now is as follows:

• Component Entities communicatorCE and clientHandlerCE will both try to suspend
any Deltas composed with them, however there are none so no entities will be suspended;

• Deltas communicatorD and singleThreadedClientHandlerD will be composed with
Component Entities cornmunicatorCE and clientHaridlerCE, respectively (figure 7.18);

• Component Entities communi catorCE and ci ientHandierCE will recalculate their state:
both find that their state remains run;

• Both Deltas will determine if they fulfill all requirements for running threads (figure 7.19);
they both do, so their threads start running (as shown in figure 7.20): Component Entity
communicatorCE now has a threaded implementation for accepting chat client connec-
tions Delta singleThreadedClientHandierD now has a (single-) threaded iinplemen-
tation for handling any request made by the connected chat clients.

Figure 7.18: Composition of communicatorD and singieThreadedClientHandlerD

Figure 7.19: Deltas communicatorD and singleThreadedCiientHandierD are unsuspend-
ing

7.5.4 Design Decision 4: Changing the server implementation

In Design Decision 4, the implementation of ci ientHandierCE is changed from a single-threaded
client handler to a multi-threaded client handler. This is accomplished by introducing a Delta
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Figure 7.20: Threads within communicatorD and singieThreadedClientHandierD are
running

muitiThreadedCiientHandierD to the running system which will be composed with Com-
ponent Entity clientRandierCE and catch all requests previously made to functionality pro-
vided by singieThreadedciientHandierD using a composition technique called Adapter [4J.

Figure 7.21: Delta mult iThreadedCi ientHandierD ready for composition

Figure 7.21 shows Delta singleThreadedCiientHandierD after initialization and waiting
upon composition with a Component Entity. Figure 7.22 shows the running system and De-
sign Fragment changeserverlmplementationDF, the Design Fragment which introduced
singleThreadedCi ientHandlerD.

The Design Fragment Composition associated with Design Decision 4 specifies that Component
Entity ciientHandierCE should be composed with muitiThreadedCiientHandierD. The
threading model therefore takes a number of actions:

• ci ientHandierCE suspends all Deltas composed with it (its Delta stack), in this case only
Delta singieThreadedCiientHandierD;

• singleThreadedCiientHandlerD suspends cominunicatorD, as it is connected to one
of its provided Ports using communicatorCiientHandierC (figure 7.23);

• After both involved Deltas have suspended (figure 7.24), composition takes place (figure
7.25);

• All suspended Deltas transition to the unsuspending state (figure 7.26), including the newly
introduced muitiThreadedCiientHandierD;

• And finally, each unsuspending Delta checks if it fulfills all requirements for thread running
(in this case: each one does) and transition to the run state (figure 7.27).
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Figure 7.22: The running
ChangeServerlmplementatiOflDF

Design Fragment

Implementation
This section discusses the implementation of the added threading model. Section 7.6.1 discusses
the addition of a managed threading framework and section 7.6.2 shows the modification made
to the Reflection API.

7.6.1 Managed threading framework

Previous work [141 included a managed threading framework which has now been incorporated
into the Archium source code. The framework consists of two classes, which are discussed briefly

in this section.

I cMnQesIcvdmemIf*adonOFj

together

Figure 7.23: Suspending all involved Deltas

Figure 7.24: All involved Deltas have been suspended
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Figure 7.26: Unsuspending all involved Deltas, including the newly introduced
mult iThreadedClientHandlerD

The class ManagedThreadPool

The class ManagedThreadpool is a class for grouping a number of threads and performing op-
erations like starting, stopping, suspending and unsuspending on them. In the managed thread-
ing model, each Delta has been extended with one instance of a ManagedThreadPool, with
which all threads defined within the Delta (in the run{} block) are registered. This instance pro-
vides an easy way for suspension/unsuspension all threads within a Delta using a single function
call in case of composition.

A small modification had to be made to the existing ManagedThreadpool class after the fol-
lowing problem occurred when developing the traditional Producer-Consumer application in
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Archium. Assume both the producer and consumer are represented by a Component Entity, each
composed with a Delta for providing the producer and consumer functionality, respectively. In
addition, there is a shared buffer (with limited capacity) Component Entity in which the pro-
ducer tries to write values and the consumer tries to read values. Both the functionality of the
consumer and producer are provided by a threaded implementation and both are connected to
the buffer by means of a connector. The situation is depicted in figure 7.28.

Both the producer and consumer apply the Java wait-notify mechanism for signaling each
other that an item has been produced or consumed. Assume that another Delta is to be composed
with the buffer Component Entity. Also assume that the consumer is waiting (using the Java
wait () method) as the buffer is empty. The buffer Delta will suspend both the consumer and
producer as they are connected to a provided Port of the buffer. If the producer is suspended
first, the consumer will never receive a notify () call, and will not suspend (a thread may only
suspend after an iteration of iterate has been completed, which is not the case as the consumer
is waiting). This results in deadlock. As there is no way of knowing what the right order of
suspending is for an arbitrary application, a generic solution has been found: allow threads that
do not suspend immediately to run for three more seconds before forcefully suspending them.

The class ManagedThread

Conventional j ava. lang . Thread instances cannot register themselves with an instance of
ManagedThreadPool, as they do not provide enough information for them to be manageable
by the pool. Instead, an extended version of java . lang. Thread, called ManagedThread, is
to be used. It provides methods similar to those found in the conventional java. lang .Thread
class, but also introduces new functionality specifically needed for the managed threading model.

As well as being the class into which user-code from the run{} block is generated, users can
define their own thread classes by extending the ManagedThread dass, similar to extending the
j ava. lang . Thread dass in conventional Java programming. Users have to implement their
threaded code in the iterate () method, which will be executed iteratively, unless a call to
stopRepeat is made inside the iterate () method. This is similar to implementing the
run () method in conventional java . lang. Thread-extending classes.

The expressive power of Managed Threads is exactly the same as the standard Java thread class
java. lang. Thread, as the class ManagedThread itself extends java . lang. Thread. This
means that users do not have to make compromises when switching to Managed Threads, and
can still use functionality like wait, notify, locking, scheduling and so forth.

7.6.2 Reflection API

As well as adding a managed threading framework, the Reflection API needed modification as
well, which is discussed is this section.
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The class ArchitecturalEntity
All Archium entities extend from ArchitecturalEntity. java, so additional functionality
required by multiple/all entities has to be placed m this ifie. In case of the managed threading
model, the only functionality that had to be added is an enumeration of entity states and asso-
dated getter- and setter methods. These methods are used as dictated by the the state diagrams
defined in section 7.3.

The class Delta

The Delta class had to be provided with suspend () and unsuspend () methods, as shown in
section 7.4. Furthermore, helper methods had to be introduced for determining if a Delta fulfills
all requirements for thread running (section 7.2). These methods are:

• isFullyConnected () for determining if all provided Ports have a Connector attached to
them;

• isComposed () for determining if a Delta has been composed with a Component Entity.

In addition, a public method i sAl lowedToRun () has been created which, in addition to calls
to the above methods, also checks:

• if the Component Entity with which the Delta has been composed has state run;

• if the Delta has been introduced to the running system by a parent Delta, if that parent Delta
also isAllowedToRunO.

This method isAllowedToRun () is used by Component Entities for re-calculating their state
after composition has taken place.

The final change which had to be made to the Delta class was to keep references to all child
elements defined in the variables { } block, as they are used in the suspension/unsuspension
processes.

The class ComponentEntity

Like the Delta class, the Component Entity class also needed implementation of the suspend ()
and unsuspend () methods. The implementation resembles the pseudo-code shown in section
7.4. Furthermore, the method responsible for composition of a Delta with a Component Entity
(addDelta) needed modification to incorporate the pseudo-code given in section 7.4.

The class Connector

The Connector class required a relatively small modification: the class has been extended with
suspend() and unsuspend() methods as specified in section 7.4.

7.6.3 Code generation

The only large modifications which had to be made in order for the managed threading model to
work had to be made in the Delta code generation template. These changes are discussed below.
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Delta

The code generation process for a Delta required two major changes. The first change is the gen-
eration of user-code in the run{} block into a private, ManagedThread-extending class called
Runner. Previously the code had been generated into a ThreadDelta-extending class, how-
ever this class has now become obsolete. Each Delta has its own Runner instance representing
the user-code in the run{} block.

The second major change is the scanning of the child entities defined in the variables{} block
for uses of conventional java. lang.Thread objects. As these are not manageable by an in-
stance of ManagedThreadPool, and thus not by Archiuni, use of them is discouraged, and the
user is informed of this by means of a warning message on compilation of his/her Archium
application source-code.
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Visualizer extensions

In order to validate at run-time the added requirements model and threading model, the Archi-
mon Visualizer has been extended with additional functionality Section 8.1 shows how the De-
sign Decision view has been modified to display relations between Design Decisions. Section
8.2 shows the addition of a process view, and section 8.3 discusses the development of a facility
for applying Design Decisions has been incorporated, thereby answering the research question
"How can run-time application of Design Decisions be achieved in Archium?" (as raised in sec-
tion 3.1.4).

8.1 Design Decision view

The Design Decision view of the Archimon Visualizer shows all Design Decisions applied in a
running system. However, originally, it did not show the relationships between Design Deci-
sions. The view therefore has been extended to show an arrow originating at Design Decision
DD1 and pointing at Design Decision DD2 if DD1 introduces a Delta uses elements introduced
by DD2. Figure 8.1 shows the chat server Design Decisions and their relationships. Another
extension made to the Design Decision view is to display the rationale of a Design Decision as a
tool-tip when the mouse cursor is hovering over a Design Decision element. This is illustrated
in figure 8.2, which shows the rationale for Design Decision 2 of the chat client. In addition, el-
ements referenced from within the rationale text (as described in chapter 6), will show up as a
hyperlink. Although currently nothing happens when clicking on such a hyperlink, in the future
the visualizer may switch to a view of the referred element, or provide some other use for the
hyperlinks.

8.2 Process view

In conjunction with the managed threading model, the visualizer has been extended with a Pro-
cess View to also display the relations between Managed Threads and Deltas and the state of
each Managed Thread and Delta. The aforementioned producer-consumer example is shown as
an example in figure 8.3. An ellipse-shaped figure represents a Delta, and a triangle-shaped fig-
tire represents a Managed Thread. Each Delta and Managed Thread have their state suffixed in
their name and each Managed Thread is connected to its containing Delta using a line segment.
The figure shows two producer-threads and two consumer-threads at work (their state is run).

Extending the Archiinon Visualizer to incorporate a Process View was a relatively easy task. Each
Archium entity, when created, fires an event indicating that it has been created. The Visualizer
receives the event and adds a graphical representation of the created entity to every view that is
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Figure 8.1: The Design Decision view displays relationships between Design Decisions

Figure 8.2: The Design Decision view shows the rationale for a Design Decision

interested in the entity Like the "Component and Connector View" is interested in Component
Entities and Connectors, the Process View is interested in Deltas and Managed Threads.
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8.3. Applying Design Decisions at run-time

8.3 Applying Design Decisions at run-time

One of the goals of Archium is to allow recomposifion of (i.e., apply Design Decisions to) an
Archium-built application at compile-time as well as at run-time. Currently this can only be per-
formed in at compile-time. There exists no facility for applying a user-specified Design Decision
at run-time.

To demonstrate run-time reconfigurabilit a facility for applying Design Decisions at run-time
has been added to the Archiinon Visualizer. As a Design Decision is always applied to a Design
Fragment (usually the Design Fragment representing the running system), the first step has been
to add a new view to the visualizer, called the Design Fragment view. This view is shown in fig-
tire 8.4. The figure shows all Design Fragments defined in the chat client. By selecting a Design

File blew, La out

Figure 8.4: The Design Fragment view of the Archiinon Visualizer

Fragment, and subsequently clicking Apply Design Decision in the File menu, a file-chooser dialog
appears allowing the user to select a Java . class file representing a Design Decision. This De-
sign Decision will then be applied to the selected Design Fragment.

Applying a Design Decision involves applying all changes specified in the Design Decisions to
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Figure 8.3: The Process View of the Archimon Visualizer
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Chapter 8. Visualizer extensions

the selected Design Fragment. The core functionality for applying a Design Decision already
existed so this needed no additional implementation. However, a few small modifications were
necessary to incorporate the new threading model into the Design Decision application process
(especially the suspension/unsuspension of threads in Deltas), but this has already been de-
scribed in chapter 7.

By implementing this facility the research question "How can run-time application of Design
Decisions be achieved in Archium?" is answered, but some additional work is still need: a bug
concerning the compile-time resolving of entities was identified which prevents the application of
Design Decisions at run-time from always functioning correctly due to the fact that some entities
are not resolved correctly. This bug affects other Archium functionality as well.
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Validation

9.1 Introduction

This section provides an overview of the unpiementation of the chat case, incorporating the re-
quirements model, threading model and comment-block referencing, and serves as validation of
the work done. The full source code is available in the Archium CVS tree, and excerpts will be
presented here to illustrate the implementation.

9.2 Protocol

Both the chat client and server implement a simple protocol consisting of string-encoded com-
mands. The LOGIN command is sent by the client to the server to indicate that a user wants to log

LCommand Arguments
LOGIN Username
LOGOUT -
MESSAGE Recipient/sender usemame, message
LIST (List of online users)

Table 9.1: The simple chat protocol commands

in. As communication takes place using sockets, the server records the socket to which the client
has been connected on login. Therefore, when a LOGOUT command is issued by a client, sending
a username again is not necessary, as the server can look up the client which has been connected
to the socket on which the LOGOUT command has been issued. The MESSAGE command is used
by both the server and client to send text messages, and the LIST command is used by the client
to request the list of online users and by the server to push the list of online users to the client. All
arguments are appended to the command string by means of a separating character (#). Optional
arguments (only with the LIST command) are shown in parentheses. Figure 9.1 shows an exam-
ple conversation using the simple chat protocol. After Bill has logged in and has been greeted by
the server, he requests the list of online users, which in this case happen to be Alice and Bob. He
then sends a greeting to Alice, who responds by returning a greeting. Finally, Bill logs out and is
wished goodbye by the server.
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II
LOG IN Bill

MESSAGE#Server#Welcome. Bill

LIST 1
UST#Bob#Alice

MESSAGE#Alice#Hello!

MESSAGE#Ajjce#Hj, Bill
I

LOGOUT

MESSAGE#Server#Bye. Bill

9.3 Server

Figure 9.1: Example conversation using the simple chat protocol

9.3.1 Requirements

All server requirements have been captured in a separate file, allowing them to be referenced
from comment-blocks throughout the server's source code. For example, the requirement sped-
fying that the server should support single-threaded operation is shown in figure 9.2. As can be
seen, this requirement has been classified as a must have, functional requirement, and its initial
implementation status is 0%, meaning no (partial) implementation exists yet for this require-
ment. It refines requirement ChatServer3REQ, which says that the chat sener must be able to
run on high-end systems (with a large amount of resources) as well as on lower-end systems (with less

Figure 9.2: Requirement Chat..Server.3REQ
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requirement Chat_Server_3_1REQ
@name {*

Server single-threaded operation.

@description {#
The chat server must be able to operate in single-threaded mode
for systems with a small amount of resources.

priority MustHave;
status 0%;
type Functional;
ref ines Chat_Server_3REQ;

category ServerRequirementsREQc;
desired by SysAdminsH;



9.3. Server

stakeholder SysAdminSs
@name {#

System administrators.
#}

description {*
People who maintain the systems on
which the chat server/clients will
run.

#}

Figure 9.3: Stakeholder SysAdminSH

requirement category ServerRequirementsREQC
®name {#

Server requirements.
#)

@description {#
All requirements having to do with
(non) functional parts of the chat
server.

#}

Figure 9.4: Requirement Category ServerRequirementsREQC

resources). The stakeholders who desire this requirement to be implemented are system adminis-
trators, as they will be installing and maintaining the chat server software. They are referred to
by SysAdminSH and are defined as illustrated in figure 9.3. Requirement Chat.Server3.1REQ
is part of Requirement Category ServerRequirementsREQc, which is declared as shown in
figure 9.4. By specifying the requirements in Archiurn source code, goal 3 of the chat case goals
(as described in section 4.1) is met.

9.3.2 Comment-block referencing

As all server requirements are now defined, they can be referenced using the comment-block
referencing mechanism developed in section 6. For example, when taking a look at server Design
Decision 3, the text inside the @descript ion comment-block refers to many Requirements,
as shown in figure 9.5. As well as Requirements, Requirement Categories and Stakeholders,
which are system-wide referable, locally available objects are referable as well. For example,
Design Fragment instance implement ServerDF, which is constructed within Design Decision
3, is referenced in the text of the ®descript ion comment-block, as also shown in figure 9.5. By
allowing objects to be referenced from within comment-blocks, goal 4 of the chat case goals (as
described in section 4.1) is met.

9.3.3 Single- and multithreaded operation
As described in section 4.2.1, the chat server supports single- and multithreaded client-handling.
The Delta responsible for introducing the single-threaded client-handling implementation is shown
in figure 9.6 (slightly simplified). The code inside the run{} block is executed as a thread and
repeatedly checks, for each connected client, if a protocol command (as defined in table 9.1)
has been received in its respective socket buffer. If a command has been received, it is handled
by the handleMessage () method, otherwise nothing happens for that client. All connected
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@description {*

Provide both the coimminicator and the client handler
Component Entities with an implementation by composing a
Delta with each one. As well as the two Deltas, a
Connector is contained in the Design Fragment (implementServerDFl
which will handle messages between the two Deltas.

In this solution, the implementation for the client handler is
explicitly chosen to be a single-threaded one, as resources on
the target platform may be limited (Chat_Server_3_1REQ]. The
coimnunication protocol is chosen to be a simple one, as defined
in requirement [Chat_Server_2REQ].

Figure 9.5: The @descript ion comment-block of server Design Decision 3

delta SingleThreadedCl ientHandlerD
provides

port cominunicatorP implements CommunicatorClientliandlerl;

variables
java.util .Vectorcjava.net.Socket> sockets;
examples. chatj ava . UserSocketTable ust;

run{
synchronized(this) {try{

for (mt i 0; i < sockets.sizeO; i++) {

java.net.Socket s . (java.net.Socket) sockets.get(i);
]ava.io.BufferedReader br

new java. io . BufferedReader
new java.io. InputStreamReader(

s.getlnputStreamO));

if (br.readyO)
handlet4essage(s, br.readLineU);

catch (Exception e)

initialization
sockets = new java.util.Vector<java.net.Socket>O;
ust new examples.chatjava.UserSocketTableO;

Figure 9.6: Delta singleTheadedClientHandlerD
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delta MultiThreadedC].ientHandlerD
provides

port communicatorP implements ConinunicatorClientHandlerl;

variables
examples .chatjava.UserSocketTable ust;

initialization
ust = new examples.chatjava.UserSocket'rable();

implementation
public void acceptClient(java.net.Socket socket)

getManagedThreadPool C) . addThread
new examples .chatjava.ClientHandlerThread

getManagedThreadPool 0, socket, ust));

Figure 9.7: Delta multiTheadedClientHandlerD

clients are mapped to the server socket to which they are connected by means of an instance of
UserSocketTable. Server Design Decision 4 specifies that the client handling implementation
should be changed from a single-threaded to a multi-threaded implementation. The Archium
Delta introducing the new functionality is shown in figure 9.7. Instead of handling each client
command within the same thread, each time a client connects, a new client-handling thread is cre-
ated by using the addThread () method on the Delta's ManagedThreadPool instance. Again,
an instance of UserSocketTable instance is used for mapping clients to server sockets. Figure
9.8 shows the new threaded client-handler class. It extends ManagedThread, and the code to
be iterated is placed inside the iterate C) method. By using threaded code and dynamically
switching from a single-threaded to a multi-threaded client-handling implementation, goals 2
and 5 of the chat case goals (as described in section 4.1) are met.
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package examples. chatj ava;

import java - io . BufferedReader;

public class ClientHandlerThread extends ManagedThread
private BufferedReader ifl;
private UserSocketTable ust;
private Socket socket;

public ClientHandler'rhread(
ManagedThreadPool mtp, Socket socket, UserSocketTable ust)

super (mtp);

try{
this.in = new BufferedReader(

new InputStreamReader(socket.getlnputStream(i));
thissocket = socket;
this.ust — ust;

catch (Exception e)
System.err.println(e);

public void iterate()
try{

if (in.ready()) {

handleMessage (in. readLine () )

catch (Exception e)
System.err.println(e);

public void handleMessage(String message)

Figure 9.8: Class ClientHandlerThread
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9.4 Client

9.4.1 Requirements

Uke the chat server, the chat client also has its requirements defined in a separate ifie. An example
has been provided in figure 9.9, showing the need for a graphical display of the list of online
users. This requirement is a must have, functional requirement for which no implementation
exists yet (its status is 0%). It is desired by Stakeholders of type EndUserSR (defined in figure
9.10) and is part of Requirement Category ClientRequirementsREQC (defined in figure 9.11).

requirement Chat_Client_3REQ
name

{ #
Chat client shows other users connected to the chat sever.

description {#
The chat client must graphically show all users currently
connected to the same server as the chat client.

it)

priority MustHave;
Status 0%;
type Functional;
category ClientRequirementsREQC;
desired by EndUserSH;

Figure 9.9: Requirement Chat..Cl ient 3 REQ

stakeholder EndUsersH {
@name {*

The end user of the system.
#}

Odescription {*
(Possibly) non-technical people who
just want to chat without worrying about
implementation details.

it)

Figure 9.10: Stakeholder EnduserSH

requirement category ClientRequirementsREQc
@name {*

Client requirements.
it}

description {#
All requirements having to do with
(non) functional parts of the chat
client.

*}

Figure 9.11: Requirement Category ClientRequirementsREQc
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@description {#

We provide implementations for all
Component Entities fleshed-out in [fleshOutClientDD]:

1) (fleshOutClientDD: :fleshOutClientD: :communicatorCEj:
an implementation is provided by (implementClientDF::communicatorbl
which handles communication with the chat server using
a simple protocol (Chat_Client_2REQJ.

2) (fleshOutClientDD: :fleshOutClientD: :uiCE]:
a graphical user interface is provided by
(implementClientDF: :uiD] which lets
users send and receive text messages. The history
of sent and received messages is shown [Chat_Client_4REQJ
as well as all users connected to the same chat server as
the chat client [Chat_Client_3REQ). The user to send
a message to can be selected using a mouse click in
the list of online users (Chat_Client_3_1REQ].

3) [fleshOutClientDD: :fleshOutClientD: :controllerCEj
an implementation is provided by (implementClientDF: :controllerD] which
handles the dataf low between timplementClientDF::communicatorDl and
(implementClientDF: :uiD].

Figure 9.12: The @descript ion comment-block of client Design Decision 3

9.4.2 Comment-block referencing

Comment-block referencing has been extensively used in the chat client, as can be seen in the
@descript ion block of client Design Decision 3, shown in figure 9.12. As well as Requirements,
Requirement Categories and Stakeholders, which are system-wide referable, locally available

objects are referable as well. For example, object fleshOutClientDD, which is passed to Design
Decision 3 as a parameter (and represents the currently running system), is referred to many
times. Also entities within fleshOutClientDD are referred to by using the:: notation.

9.4.3 Graphical User Interface
A Graphical User Interface has been developed for the chat client to allow easy and convenient
communication by users. It is shown in figure 9.13. The menu items allow for logging in and out

on a chat server and for exiting the client application. The small right frame displays the users
also online on the same server, and the large left frame displays received messages. The bottom
frame allows for entering a message and subsequently sending it to the user selected in the list
of online users.
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Figure 9.13: Graphical User Interface of the chat client
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Related work

The concepts used in Archium are based on well-established research in the field of software ar-
chitectures [9] [211. Its programming language resembles some characteristics from Architectural
Description Languages (ADLs) (221, however a major difference is the fact that Archium supports
the expression of Design Decisions and rationale in its language, which is often separated from
or loosely coupled to "traditional" ADLs.

The Archium ADL is a component-based [71 [1], aspect-oriented [13] language. It allows for
cross-cutting concerns, i.e. concerns that influence multiple parts of a software architecture, to
be specified in a single Design Decision. Aspects are integrated within the component-oriented
programming concepts requiring no separate aspect entity (Prisma [191) nor a separate language
(AspectJ [12]) for implementing cross-cutting concerns. In this sense Archium is more similar to
FuseJ [8]. What sets Archium apart from other component-based, aspect-oriented ADLs is the
fact that rationale is an integral part of each aspect and that each aspect is traceable to a Design
Decision.

The requirements model incorporated in Archium uses many concepts also found in other pop-
ular requirements models, processes and templates, e.g. Volere [161 and UPEDU [241, however
Archium is unique in relating Requirements to Design Decisions, and have them available at
run-time for inspection and traceability purposes. Other models axe also not integrated with a
programming language, something which is a key feature of Archium.

Referring to objects from within comments/rationale has not been a topic of much research, how-
ever related projects include Javadoc [18] and Doxygen [10], which are used to generate docu-
ments based on comments encountered in source code. In contrary to this compile-time-only
process, Archium is able to display such comments at run-time. Furthermore, Archium explicitly
enables referring to architectural entities declared by the user in source code. These references
are resolved at run-time as an architecture may well change an architecture is a dynamic system
and thus references usually cannot be resolved at compile-time.

Dynamic reconfigurable component-based languages and systems (of which Archium is also a
member) have been extensively researched, e.g. [261 [61, however they often do not pay much
attention to the notion of threading in relation with dynamic reconfiguration. Most often appli-
cations considered are single-threaded and thread (un)suspension is not really an issue in such
applications. Archium supports the development of multi-threaded applications and features a
sophisticated threading model.

Much work has already been done on visualization of software systems, however most ap-
proaches focus on static, compile-time visualization. An overview of existing application vi-
sualization approaches is given in [3], together with a fresh, open-source approach called SoftViz
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which allows static as well as dynamic (i.e. at run-time) visualization of software systems. Some
of the aspects of SoftViz may well be suitable for inclusion in the Archiuni visualizer.
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Conclusion

11.1 Summary

In the previous chapters the extensions made to Archium have been discussed in detail. This
section relates each extension to a research sub-question (as defined in section 3) and answers
the question whether the problems forming the basis for each sub-question have been solved. By
answering each research subquestion, the main research question for this thesis ("How to make
the Archiuin compiler more mature?") is answered.

The first problem was the lack of a requirements model. Its associated research question was:
"How can a requirements model be added to Archium?". Chapter 5 shows the development of
a requirements model, integrated with the Archium language, which allows for specification of
Requirements, Requirement Categories and Stakeholders. Furthermore, it allows developers to
relate Requirements to Design Decisions, and have them available at run-time. This allows for
the run-time inspection of the impact (in terms of fulfillment of Requirements) each Design De-
cision has, for example in the Visualizer.

The second problem involved the absence of an algorithm for referencing and resolving entities
from rationale. The research question belonging to this problem was: "How can entities be Xe-
solved from rationale in Archium?". The algorithm has been developed, as shown in chapter 6.
Each referred entity is now resolved at run-time, allowing future use of these resolved entities to
be displayed in, for example, a tool for inspecting objects at run-time.

The third problem was the lack of a threading model, and its research question was "How can
a managed threading model be added to Archium?". This question has been answered in chap-
ter 7, which shows the analysis and development of a threading model of which the control lies
in the hands of Archium, instead of in the hands of the developer, as was previously the case.
The new threading model uses the state of Archium entities to determine the next course of ac-
tion and the developer should have little problems migrating from standard Java threading to
managed Archium threading,. as implementation of these is very similar to the classical thread
implementation process.

The fourth and last problem arised from the fact that there existed no facility for the runtime
application of Design Decisions in Archium. The associated research question was: "How can
run-time application of Design Decisions be achieved in Archium?". This facility now is present
(as described in chapter 8.3) and integrated with the Archimon Visualizer. Unfortunately, a prob-
lem arised with the compile-time resolving algorithm, which effectively prohibits the use of the
facility for the runtime application of Design Decisions in Archium in most cases.
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In addition to providing solutions for the problems, the Archimon Visualizer has been extended
with a number of views allowing for run-time inspection of a system, in particular its threads
and Deltas. This is described in chapter 8.

11.2 Reflection

By providing solutions for all problems described in chapter 3, a solution for the main problem
"How to make the Archium compiler more mature?" has been provided. The compiler certainly
has more potential as essential parts have been added. Whereas previously only relatively simple
applications could be developed using Archium, it is now possible to express larger and more
complex projects in Archium, of which the chat case is an example.

Of course, the compiler remains a prototype and is still experimental, but the fundamental con-
cepts are here and ready for use. There are however, additional extensions necessary to further
mature the compiler. These are described in section 11.3.

Working on a prototypical, experimental compiler which is very much a work in progress is a
challenging task, as the requirements change often due to the incorporation of new ideas which
originate from testing and validation sessions.

Developing the threading model has been the most challenging problem solved during the grad-
uation project. Particularly the analysis of the Archium entity state models, testing the developed
models on theoretical examples and then refining them has taken more time than expected. How-
ever, threading is a complicated issue in all contexts and especially in combination with another
complex matter: Archium.

Archium requires one to think of the development of a software architecture in a very different
way than the one being taught from textbooks or in class. Especially the explicit change element,
the Delta, requires some time to getting used to. But once the idea is clear, it becomes a very
elegant way of describing the evolution of a software architecture. It took me about two months
to understand the major concepts of Archium.

As for the future of Archiuni, I think it may take some time to convince architects to explicitly
include rationale in the Design Decisions they make. Writing down explanations for each Design
Decision and maintaining them requires some discipline. However, in the long run, architects
will benefit from this extra work, as no longer guesses have to be made about why an architecture
is as it is. The rationale explaining the architecture is available at the time when it is needed.

11.3 Future work

This section provides some pointers to additional work needed to further mature the Archium
compiler, which was identified when implementing the solutions of the problems described in
chapter 3.

11.3.i Compile-time entity resolver

During implementation of the facility for the run-time application of Design Decisions (as shown
in section 8.3), a problem was encountered whereby entities referred to at compile-time in Archium
code would generate incorrect code.

In some blocks (e.g. initialization{} inside a Design Fragment Composition), the resolv-
ing mechanism for entities (e.g. targetDD: : clientCE: : clientUICE) does not generate the
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necessary casts for each referenced entity (targetDD, clientCE and clientUICE in the exam-
ple). Instead each element is cast to Object, which results in the method getEntityObject
not being found for such an element, which is required for resolving at compile-time.

11.3.2 Requirements model

At the time of the graduation project the exact use of the requirements model was not yet deter-
mined. Therefore Archium includes an initial implementation containing the functionality de-
scribed in the previous sections. it is possible that this functionality has to be extended, however
the basic framework is there and all attribute value setting and linking of entities is implemented
and working. In this section some possible extensions and uses for the requirements model are
described.

Adding exceptions

It is thinkable that the use of the creates, realizes, uses and threatens keywords can raise
exceptions. For example, should a design decision be able to realize a certain requirement if it

has not been created first, or should this raise an exception? The same goes for a design decision
that uses some requirement before it has been (fully) realized. A clear sequence of usage of these
keywords can be developed, raising exceptions if the sequence is violated.

Requirements visualization

There already exists a visualization plug-in which can display architectural elements in a running
Archium application. This visualizer could be extended to also display dependencies between
design decisions/design solutions and requirements. Also the dependencies between require-
ments, requirement categories and stakeholders could be visualized.

The reflection functionality for requirements, stakeholders and requirement categories already
contains (empty) interfaces for RMI so only the appropriate methods have to be defined and
implemented on the side of the Archiurn nm-time platform. Modifying the visualizer might take
more time to complete.

Adding scenarios and actors

Although present in the existing model (figure 5.1), the Scenario and Actor entities didn't make
it into the resulting model (figure 5.8). If agreement can be reached about the attributes and rela-
tionships to include, scenarios and actors could become a welcome extension to the requirements
model.

11.3.3 Replace ArchJava with a custom implementation

Connectors form an important part of any software architecture built in Archium. In addition to
adding them between Component Entities, it should be possible to remove them using a Delta.
This is currently not possible, due to limitations of the intermediate ArchJava compile step, as
explained in section 2.3.1. This is a limitation that needs to be resolved as larger projects (not
necessarily the chat case) may well need it. Archjava is an intermediate compile process step
which has been part of Archium since its initial stages of development. As it provides function-
ality needed by Archium, unnecessary code duplication was avoided by incorporating ArchJava
in Archium. However, its limitations are now beginning to show and it would be best to replace
it by an implementation specifically tailored to Archium.
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11.3.4 Assigning Deltas to Component Entities

During initial implementation of the chat client example in Archium the following issue arised.
Assume for the chat case that two client Component Entities are needed as well as a server Com-
ponent Entity. The two clients need exactly the same functionality (provided by a Delta). To
define the first client, we would write:

component entity Client;

Followed by:

client = new Client();

clientDeita = new ClientDeltaO;

client plays ciientDeita;

For the second client, we would need to write equivalent statements:

client2 new ClientO;

ciientDeita2 = new ClientDeltaO;

client2 plays ciientDeita2;

As the two clients require exactly the same Delta, at present we would need to duplicate all
plays-statements for the two client instances (composition is expressed by means of the plays-
statement, e.g. serverCE plays serverD). Therefore the idea is to allow assignment of Deltas
to Component Entities as well as to Component Entity instances. Both elements will then keep
a list of Deltas they are playing. Component Entities will keep a list of general Deltas that are
common to all Component Entity instances, and specf Ic Deltas can be applied to individual Com-
ponent Entity instances. This mechanism is comparable to the extends-mechanism in Java: a
Component Entity is equivalent to a base class with certain functionality (provided by Deltas)
while a Component Entity instance extends the base class by providing some additional function-
ality not necessarily also provided by other instances.

In the above example, this translates to, for example:

Both clients now inherit the functionality provided by CiientDelta. Specialized Deltas can
now be applied to client and ci ient2, for example:
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client plays firstClientSpecializedDelta;
client2 plays secondClientSpecializedDelta;

If a facility for composing Deltas with Component Entities as well as with Component Entity
instances is to be constructed in Archium, no doubt a lot of additional issues will arise. To mention
a few:

• How to merge the general and specific Deltas into one list of Deltas?

• When should thread Deltas be run? Probably not at the time of assignment to a Component
Entity This issue is related to that described in section 3.1.3.

11.3.5 Extending the application of Deltas

Related to the issue described in section 11.3.3 is the fact that Deltas can currently only be ap-
plied to Component Entity instances. It is necessary to extend the application of Deltas to other
architectural entities like Connectors in order to further develop the case.

11.3.6 Java files cannot be used in recursive-compile mode

The Archium compiler supports a compile flag to recursively compile all files in a directory.
As mixing Archium code with Java code is possible in certain constructs, Java files should be
compiled together with Archiuxn files. However, the Archium parser parses each file as if it is an
Archium source file, with Archium-specific keywords and constructs. This necessitates placing
the Java code outside the directory to be compiled, which is not very convenient.

11.3.7 The Archium entity namespace is too global

All names of entities existing in a running Archium system are currently stored in a single name-
space, which becomes problematic when an entity name is reused. Introducing the concept of
modules (like packages in Java) could solve this.
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Definition of terms

Component Entity Logical architectural building blocks which represent arbitra-
rily sized functional software components. Functionality is
added to Component Entities by means of composing Deltas
with them. Therefore, Component Entities initially contain no
functionality.

Connector Representation of interaction between Component Entities.
Component Entities are only allowed to communicate with
each other if they have been connected using a Connector.
Dedicated endpoints can be defined on Component Entities
(called Ports) which allow the attachment of Connectors to it.

Delta Representation of a change to a Component Enlit Deltas,
when composed with a Component Entity, may establish var-
ious changes, for example performing detailed design, adding
or removing a Connector, or adding a (threaded) implemen-
tation.

Delta stack The structure consisting of all Deltas composed with a certain
Component Entity As conceptually each Delta forms a new
layer around the Component Entity, the term "stack" is used.
Deltas within a Delta stack may communicate with each other,
i.e. may make use of the changes each Delta has made to the
Component Entity.

Design Decision A set of changes to be applied to an existing architecture, as
well as the rationale for the changes. The rationale includes a
description of the problem the Design Decision tries to solve,
the problem context and a motivation for solving the problem.
Furthermore, a number of alternative solutions (called Design
Solutions) are evaluated. When applied, a Design Decision,
taking as input a Design Fragment representing the architec-
ture to be modified, results in the original Design Fragment
modified accordingly to the changes specified in the Design
Decision.

Design Fragment A collection of architectural entities (for example, Connectors
and Component Entities), representing (part of) a software ar-
chitecture.

Design Fragment Composition Defines the mapping of changes specified in a Design Deci-
sion to the entities in a Design Fragment.

Design Solution A solution to the problems described in a Design Decision. As
often many alternative solutions are considered in a Design
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Decision, each Design Solution includes rationale explaining
its associated pros, cons, design constraints and design rules,
allowing for a well-argumented choice of solution.

Interface A specification of method signatures, identifying the methods
allowed to call on a certain Port.

Managed Thread A thread which allows itself to be managed (i.e. to be started,
stopped, suspended and unsuspended) by an external entity
called a Managed Thread Pool. It has the same expressive
power as standard Java threads have.

Managed Thread Pool An entity for managing a group of Managed Threads which
register themselves with the Managed Thread Pool. Each Delta
has an associated Managed Thread Pool, allowing for the man-
agement of all threads defined inside the Delta.

Port A dedicated endpoint which can be defined on Component
Entities to allow for the attachment of Connectors. Ports can
be subdivided into two types: required and provided Ports.
Required Ports specify that functionality is required from an-
other Component Entity to allow the Component Entity on
which the required Port has been defined to operate correctly,
and vice versa. Ports also explicitly define the way in which
communication is allowed through any Connectors connected
to them by implementing an Interface.
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Appendix A

Requirements model

A.1 Added tokens

This section shows the tokens which were added to the Archium parser in order to parse Re-
quirement entities, as discussed in section 5.3.1.

<ATDESCRIPTION> ::= "@description"
<ATNAME> ::= "@name"
<CATEGORY> : : = "category"
<COULDHAVE> : = "Couldllave"
<DEPENDS_ON> ::= "depends on"
<DESIRED_BY> "desired by"
<FUNCTIONAL> "Functional"
<MUSTHAVE> :: "MustHave"
<NONFUNCTIONAL> ::= "NonFunctional"
<PRIORITY> ::= "priority"
<REFINES> "refines"
<REQUIREMENT> ::= "requirement"
<SHOULDHAVE> ::= "ShouldHave"
<STATUS> ::= "status"
<TYPE> ::= "type"

A.2 Added production rule for Requirement entities

This section shows the production rule which was added to the Archium parser in order to parse

Requirement entities, as discussed in section 5.3.1.

<REQ_PROD> ::=

<REQUIREMENT> <IDENTIFIER> <LBRACE>
[ <ATNAME <COMMENTBLOCI(> 3

[ <ATDESCRIPTION <CO14MENTBLOCK> I
<PRIORITY> (<COULDHAVE>

I
<SHOULDHAVE>

I
<MUSTHAVE>) <SEMICOLON>

<STATUS> <PERCENTAGE> <SEMICOLON>
<TYPE> (<FUNCTIONAL>

I
<NONFUNCTIONAL>) <SEMICOLON>

<DEPENDS_ON> <IDENTIFIER> {<C0MMA> <IDENTIFIER>) <SEMICOLON>
<REFINES> <IDENTIFIER> {<c0MMA> <IDENTIFIER>} <SEMICOLON> 3

<CATEGORY> <IDENTIFIER> (<cOMMA> <IDENTIFIER>} <SEMICOLON> I
<DESIRED_BY> <IDENTIFIER> {<cOMMA> <IDENTIFIER>) <SEMICOLON> I

<RBRACE>
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A.3 Requirements reflect class diagram

Figure A.1 shows the reflection API dass diagram for the Requirement entity (as discussed in sec-
tion 5.3.1). Each attribute and relationship in figure 5.8 has its own pair of getter/setter methods.
Exceptions are the private variables of type Comment. They only have a getter method, as the
Comment class provides the necessary getter and setter methods. The Comment dass has been
explained in chapter 6. The one method whose functionality might not be immediately clear is
the isActive () method. It indicates whether the Requirement has any origins (Design Deci-
sions which create this requirement).

Requirement
-name String

-requirementName: Coenent
-description: Ca.nt
-priority: mt
-status: mt
-type: mt
-dependencies: Vectornsequire.ent,
-ref inca: VectorRequiremento
-categories: VectorRequire.entCstegory.
-desires: VectoriStakeholder,
-origins: Vector.DesignDecisiono
.getwae() String
•setNaen(na.e:String): void
.getDescriptionU: Ceflt
.getPriorityo): mt
.aetPriority(priority:int): void
.getRequire.entsa.e C) Cent
•getStatus() : mt
•aetStatus(ststus:int): void
.getType() : mt
,setTypeCtype:int): void
.addDependency (requirenent : Requiresient): void
•getflependencieaU: Iterator
,addpaf Inc (requireennt : Require.ent): void
•getRefinea() : Iterstor
+addCategory (require.sntCategory :RequireenntCategory): void
.getCstegorie.: Iterator
,sddDeaire (stakeholder : Stakeholder): void
+getDeaireaU: Iterator

.addOrigin(origin:DeaignDeciaion): void

•getOrigina() : Iterator
•iskctive(): boolean

Figure A.1: The Requirement reflect class
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Comment-referencing from rationale

B.1 Coimnent class diagram

Figure B.1 shows a diagram of the Comment class, as discussed in section 6.3.

Comment

,text String

+refs: Vector

•.etText(textString) void

.getTextt) String

,addReference (referenceObJect) void

.getReference.() Iterator

Figure B.1: The Comment class
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